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Holocaust center opens on campus
Center is culmination of more than 10 year.s of work f<;>r professor couple .
by Muhammed Karim
NEWS EDITOR

The objective of the center will
be the training of prospective

teachers and professors in the area

The Holocaust has been
described as one of the greatest

human tragedies in history. It has
been the goal of two professors to

make sure people \cam about it.
The St. Cloud Center for
Holocaust Education and Study

w3.s recently established at SCSU.

of Holocaust studies, said Lynn
Bryce, co-chairperson of the
Center.
"Professors are going to be
encouraged
to
incorporate
Holocaust studies into their
respective fields ," Bryce said.
Classes on the Holocaust will be

offered in departments in the
College of Fine Arts and
Humanities, she said.
Scott Bryce is a professor in the
mass communications department,
and Lynn Bryce is an associate
professor
in
the
English
department. They started teaching
courses on the Holocaust 11 years
ago.
"My husband and I were very

happy with the response of our
students," Bryce said.
While
pursuing
the
establishment of the center, lhe
Bryces made two trips to Poland to
learn more about the Holocaust.
Over the ensuing years, students
requested more classes on the
subject of the Holocaust. The
Bryces made an effort to
accommodate student demands.

'The demand on the part of the
students was so genuine and their
interest so earnest and sincere that
my husband and I began to
seek funding in order lo
train other faculty to do what we do
but in lheir own discipline," Bryce
said.

Go TO HOLOCAUST, PAGE 5 "'

Several
university
positions
taken
Vice president for
academic affair.s,
director of marketing
and communications
appointed
by Brian Wierima
STAFF WRITER

The positions of director of marketing and
communications and vice president for academic
affairs have been filled.
E. Berry Wegener has
been appointed director
of
marketing
and
communications
and
Suzanne Williams has
been selected as vice
president of academic
affairs.
JoAnn
Hasquith,
associate professor of
marketing and a member

~hrc~ search

~;:~t:;~

E. Berry Wegener

Wegener, said the university is getting a qualified
candidale for the job.
'The committee felt he had the background
necessary to carry out a marketing plan,"
Hasquith sai_d.
Director of marketing and communications
is a newly created position at SCSU.

Go TO POSmONS, PAGE 6 ,.
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Colorfully bewigged fan Wayne Onken cheers on the Husky hockey team at the game against the Minnesota Gophers
Friday night at the St. Paul Civic Center. The Huskies lost to the Gophers 5-4 in overtime.

Three arrested in Hill-Case robbery
Incident was drug-related, police say
by Muhammad Karim
NEWS EDITOR

Three SCSU students were arrested by
the St. Cloud Police Department, two of
whom live in Hill-Case HaJI.
Freshmen Jason Detennan and Kenyata
Arradondo were immediately taken into
custody. A third suspect, freshman Philip
Hoskins, who lives in Stearns Hall, was

arrested later. All were arrested for robbery.
According to the police press release,
three men were lured to Hill-Case by
Detennan, Arradondo and Hoskins on the
pretext of purchasing drugs.
Arradondo and Hoskins reportedly burst
into room 119, Determan's residence,
wearing ,masks. They threatened to shoot
anyone who refused to cooperate.
Police didn't find any weapons at that

time the report was made.
An estimated $1000 was slolen from the
victims, two of whom live in St. Cloud, the
other in Sauk Rapids.
Police interviewed Hill-Case residents in
regards to the incident. Residents said police
remained for more than five hours.

Go TO ROBBERY,
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WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TODAY
"Idol Trance"
The spotlight band of the
week, playing at 8 p.m. in
the Quarry.

CAMPUS

Office space available
in Atwood Center
SCSU student organizations wishing to be
considered for office space in the Atwood Center
· Student Activities Complex for the academic
year 1997-98 must submit an application by
March 27.
Ap"plications !Jlay be picked up .in the
University Organizations office. Atwood Center
room 11 7E, Monday through Friday from 8 am.
to4:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Open Mic Night
8 p.m. in the Quarry. The
public may read their poetry,
short story or other literary
expressions to the
audience.

Fiction reading and
book signing by
SCSU professor Bill
Meissner
12 p.m. in Riverview
Room 102. His nationallyacclaimed book is titled,
"H itting into the Wind.n

THURSDAY
"The Accused"
6 p.m. in the AMC Little
Theatre. The movie will also
be shown at 8 p.m. Friday
and Saturday, and 6 p.m.
Sunday.

Men's tennis
9 a.rn. SCSU vs. South
Dakota State University at
the St. Clouq Tennis Center.

SATURDAY
Men's tennis
University of South
Dakota and Augustana
College at the St. C loud

Tennis Center. Times to be
announced.

Softball
University of South
Dakota Dome Tournament.
Tournament concludes
Sunday.
·

Women's Tennis
6 p.m. Doubles
Tournament at St.Cloud
Tennis Center. The
tournament finishes up on
Sunday.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

Extended hours
offered by Student
Health Services
Health

Services

Medical

Clinic

have

& COMM.IJNITY

extended thei& hours to 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. Friday hours remain 8 a.m. to
4:30p.m.
The extended hours of service are in response
to student requests. The later hours will provide
accessibility to health care for evening students,
student-teachers and interns, and to those
students who have classes or work scheduled
through the day. To schedule appointments call
255-3 193.

On campus housing
still open for 1997-98
SCSU students who would like to live in 3.
residence hall during the 1997-98 academic year,
.can sign up Wednesday, March 26. from 8:30
a m. to 4 p.m. in the SL Croix Room of Atwood
Memorial Center.
Summer housing in Mitchell and Shoemaker

STATE

Teenager
charged with
death of Ennis
Cosby
An" 18-year-old was charged
Friday in the killing of Ennis
Cosby, son of entertainer Bill
Cosby.
Los Angeles Police Chief Willie
Williams said Mikhail Markhasev,
a Russian-born man was charged
with killing of Cosby Jan. 16 as part
of a random, solitary act of robbery.
According to Williams, at the time
of the murder Markhasev was not
aware that the person he killed was
Ennis Cushy. •
The National Enquirer gave
police infonnation that broke the

In the April I, 1969 issue of the
College
Chronicle,
the
photographs, names, and majors, of
the six candidates for Tau Kappa
Epsilon
"Playmate"
were
published. The winner was to be
announced at the annual Playboy
danceonAprill 0.
The College Chronicle received
al All-American rating from the
Associated Collegiate Press for the
first half of the school year.
The Chronicle received 3,700
points, scoring high in news
coverage and style, photography
and typography. The paper. lost
points in.sports coverage.

CoRRECTIONS
In the March 14 issue in the
story titled "Choir trip builds
bridges, teaches culture," the names
of the towns Tianjin and Qufu were
incorrectly spelled.
The page one teaser photos for
the 1988 Homecoming riots special
section and the University Singers
trip to China were switched.

Halls is available. The cost for the summer is
$ 100 for double occupancy and $150 for a single
occupancy.

St. Cloud no. 11 on

best places to raise a
family
Reader's Digest list of the top 50 familyfriendly areas in the nation included St. Cloud at
no. 11 . l1te top two cities were from Wisconsin.
The top two cities were Sheboygan, Wis. and
Kenosha, Wis. Wisconsin also had Lacrosse at
no. 30 and Green Bay at no. 47
Rochester finished at no. 35, and Fargo, N.D.Moorhead, Minn., rated as one area, came in at
no. 40.
Iowa also had two areas in the top 50, with
Cedar Rapids at 43 and Iowa City at no. 50.

& NATION

case, · officials said. A tipster,
attempting to ·collect on the
tabloid's $ 100,000 reward called
the paper shortly after the killing.
The Enquirer relayed infonnation
to infonnatives, editor Steve Coz
said.

Indian-born nun
takes over for
Mother Teresa
An ailing Mother Teresa handed
over her global mission Thursday to
an Indian-born nun who converted
to Roman Catholicism after being
inspired by the Nobel Peace Prize
recipient.
The 63-year-old Sister Ninnala,
now known as Mother Ninnala,
immediately became headof the

charitable mission. It has more than
4,000 nuns.

Snowmobile
death toll to 31
for 1997
Two more snowmobile related
deaths this weekend brought the
total to 3 1, the second highest tota1
in Minnesota history. The record of
36 was set in 1971-72.
One accident occurred near
Harris, Minn in Chisago County at
12:30 am. Saturday. Dead was 45year-old John Vincent Emard.
The other accident happened
Feb. 23, and the victim, Christ W.
Ripplinger, 74, died Friday night
from injuries received in the
accident.

Mounds View
wrestler pleads
guilty to rape
charge
Joe Sokol was barred from the
state wrestling tournament due to a
rape charge, a charge he pleaded
gui lty to on Friday in Ramsey
County District Court. The charge
was first-degree criminal sexual
assault.
According to the complaint,
Sokol, 18, fondled and forced a girl
to have sex at least 20 times when
she was between the ages of 11 and
14.
Sokol insisted that the sex was
consensual but admitted to knowing
the girl was only 14 years old.
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MEChA reaches out to Chicano students
by Karlee Morgan

will take place in Halenbeck. The goal MEChA has for La Raza
SCSU housing Office will provide College Day: Most members are
freshmen and sophomores tt-ris
housing to those who need it.
La Raza is a tenn mearling "the
'The idea for La Raza College quarter and can relate lO the juniors
race" ' and Movimcnto Estudiantil Day originated from the fact that and seniors in high school.
Chicano de Aztlan is setting aside a there is a 50 percent dr.op out rate of
"La Raza College Day is
day for races to come together and Chicano high school students. We important because on campus, as an
learn more about SCSU.
·have several objectives for La Raza organization, we take our actions
Friday, April 25, MEChA will College Day including a multi- and apply them as a wh6Je: We are
host La Raza College Day as a wrap media presentation, a financial aid consciously educating everyone
up for Chicano month. For the past presentation and to s~ow the that Latinos and Chicanos are alive
three months MEChA memlxrs students that college is a place for and have an identity. We need to
have traveled to high schools in them," said Gorman.
realize that these people contribute
Milwaukee, Chicago and the Twin
"Chicano students have been to society with smiles on ti)eir
Cities area to recruit juniors and told or encouraged not to continue faces," said L6pez.
seniors to register for La Raza to educate themselves and we
La Raza College Day will give
College Day. ·
would like to
high
school
"MEChA is here to educate all show them that
students
the
peopJe·on the pride and struggle of college is for
opportunity to
being a Chicano in the US and them,"
said
sit in on classes
mainly focus on Minnesota." said L6pez.
and witness a
Jerry L6pez, senior and MEChA
This is the
college lecture.
member.
first
time
The students
MEChA
is
a
national MEChA
has
will arrive on
association that acts politically on tried La Raza
Thursday night.
human rights issues of Chicanos College Day
Friday will be a
and celebrates their culture. Its and they are
full day of
membership has grown in size since expecting
educating the
1992 when they went national. between 200
students about
MEChA was recognized in 1991 as and
300
SCSU
and
an American-Mexican student students.
leaving them
association.
Registration is
with the idea
"We don't have an executive free for the
that SCSU is the
Graciela Gorman
board. Our success depends on each students and
college
for
MECHA Co-cHAIRPERSON
individual in the" organization. We MEChA
them.
have approximately 20 members received
"It
is
from Colombian, Puerto Rican, funding and support from campus exciting to go to high schools and
Caucasian, and Chicano ethnic entities such as the Admissions recruit students. You can see that
background," .said
Graci ela office.
they are excited about the
Gorman, freshman and co-chair of
"MEChA is mainly made up of opportunity and even inspired," said
, MEChA.
younger students who are put into Gorman.
La Raza College Day hopes to the leadership roles so that by the
April is Chicano Month on
provide an opportunity for Chicano time they are juniors and seniors, campus. La Raza College Day will
students to see that college life is they have become masters and serve as a wrap for a series of events
- Lukas Johnson. !STAFF PH(f[OGF0J'HER
r
provides opprtunities for Chicano believe in the younger students. hosted by MEChA and other
In preparation for Chicano Month, to be held in April, freshman students. They will get a tour of the That is our philosophy," said L6pez. campus organizations.
Graciela Gorman drafts a brochure for La Raza College Day, an campus but most of their activities
Recruitment is an important

Campus organization attempts to sell
the college experience to Chicano
high school students

STAFF WRITER

It is fan to go to
high schools and
· . recruit students.
You can see they
are excited about
the opportunity... "

event aimed at recruiting Chicano high school students.

Conifort zones will be
MADD mugs aimed at
challenged at conference designated drivers
By Muhammad Karim
NEWS EDITOR

SCSU will host ihe Sixth Ahnual
Conference of the National Student Coalition
Against Sexual Violence, entitled "Challenging
the Comfort Zone: Consciousness on
Campus." Sponsored locally by Campus
Advocates Against Sexual Assault, the event
will be held Friday through Sunday.
The objective of the conference is to make
students aware of the issue of sexual assault
and its ramifications, said Barton Erickson, a
senior majoring in American Studies. He said
the male attitude toward women on campus is
not always good.
"I have seen guys standing on the third or
fourth floor whistling at women as they pass
by. They are not whistling at her hair· or her
face," Erickson said.
This behavior leads to the transformation of
women from individuals JC.Serving respect into
sexual objects to be preyed on at will, Erickson
said.
The National Student Coalition Against
Sexual Violence was formed as the result of a
student protest. Students attending a sexual
violence seminar put on by administrators in
1991 became frustrated when their views were
being ignored. Conference director Molly
Wilson said the students walked out of the
conference ancl started NSCASV.
The convention will begin in the Atwood
Memorial Center Ballroom at Friday at 7 p.m.
with .a welcoming ceremony. Wilson and
SCSU president Bruce Grube will preside over
this part of the agenda.

Andrea Dworkin will address the
conference at 8 p.m. Dworkin said in a
telephone interview that her visit to SCSU is
going to be unique.
"When I usually speak, I address issues
pcnaining to pornography or sexual violence
against women,'' Dworkln said. "I have been
asked to explain how I was able to survive and
continue my work for such a long period of
time. I'm looking forward to telling the
students about that."
A reception will follow Dworkin's
presentation. Copies of her latest book, "Life
and Death,'' will be available. The author will
autograph purchased copies.
Saturday's activities will begin with a
break.fast at 8 a.m.. The remainder of the day is
comprised of22 student workshops with topics
ranging from "How To. Say No" to "Peer
Education of Athletes." The workshops are
going to be held in various rooms in Atwood.
A dinner theater perfomance is scheduled
for Saturday evening at the Civic Center. The
event starts at 6 p.m. and the play "Until
Someone Wakes Up" will be 'performcd.
The last day of the· conference is• taken up
by TWO PLENARY speakers. ll.Chuck Derry,
co-founder of the Gender Violence Institute in
ClcarwaterWIHIIE!ruE, will speak on male
privilege and rape. The convention wi ll
conclude with a multi-media production
entitled "Slant." 1.. 1111
Dworkin's presentation is free and open to
the public. The remainder of the conference
costs $30 for SCSU students. For more
information, contact the Women's Center at
255-4958.

Geez Sportsbar, lO gai~ support for the
by Sandy Drag
program.
Many
local
bars
had
been
With the recently implemented
Designated Driver Mug program, SCSU accommodating designated drivers with
students will be able to drink something :~~~n;~s~~-beverages before the
other than alcohol, free of charge, at
"We want to be safe, and we want our
participating local bars.
The program, endorsed by Mothers customers to be safe,'' said Groestch.
Groestch said he believes that the
Against Drunk Driving, is run by SCSU's
Urban Affairs committee. It involves selling program promotes responsibility, and
mugs for three dollars to SCSU students. highlights the good qualities of SCSU
The mugs are redeemable for unlimited students.
The Designated Driver Mug program
non-alcoholic beverages at twenty-seven
bar locations.
has been successful.,!~~ ~haa~~:dti!~
"The program will
and publicity even
decrease drinking and
more students would
driving, helping the
participate.
campus altogether," said
"We've
just
sophomore and Urb,,m
started the program,
Affairs
committee
so it's moving a little
member Carrie Radke.
slow, but we have
Urban
Affairs
very high hopes for
committee
chairman
the future,'' said
Dominic
Nelson,
Radke.
sophomore,
started
The
Public
working on the project
Relations
Student
last December after
Society of America
getting the idea from
has publicized the
Southwest State in
mugs.
Weather
Marshall.
permitting, the Urban
"I thought it would be
Carrie Radke
Affairs committee
beneficial to the St. Cloud
URBAN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
members will sell
community as a whole as
MEMBER
them on the Atwood
well as the university,"
Mall from 1O a.m. to
said Nelson.
He
worked
with
Glen 2 p.m. Wednesday through Friday. If
Groestch, president of the St. Cloud weather does not allow for outdoor sales, a
Hospitality Association and owner of kioske will be reserved in AMC.

The program will
decrease drinking
and driving,
helping the
campus
altogether.
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One man acts out entire group
by Kristen DeMars

The slides were very effective to
better explain the meaning of the
music, O' Kane said. "Each one of
them brought a little bit different
perspective," she said.
Campbell thought the whole
perfonnance was really good. "It
stiowed me some different outlooks
on life," he said.
"It gave me a new perspective,"
O'Kane said.
Alexander
ended
his
performance with a monologue.
. "Blood and skin do not think,
people do," he said.
Alexander said he fe lt he was
ju~ged as a human, rather than just
by the color of his skin. "I find
myself at the end of a personal
journey," Alexander said.

A solo perfonner pu1 his body
on the line Friday night in the

Perfonning Ans Center Arena
Stage.
"('P1,11ting Your• Body on the
Line' is) a one man show that
explores various images and
representations of black

IIAIN fOHIS I" l!"~CIIK

To IIEI.I' SAl'E HAI.I' Or

male

identity," said Bryant Alexander,
the perfonncr and director of the
show.

"II really moved me, made me
very emOlional," said senior Meg
O' Kane, one of the audience
members
at
the
Friday
performance.
The show was W>Onsored by
PLA'yers, the Council of African
American Students and the Speech
Communication
Association

Ti m P1AN'rn ANo
ANIMAis ON EA1rn1

Student Club.

There were IO parts to the
perfonnance, each part exploring

society's view of African American
men.
In !he first part of the show,
Alexander described how he felt

when he realized he was the only
African American man in a blues
bar. He described feeling a "mean
black man persona," as a defense
mechanism.
O'Kane said she liked this part
the best. She said that it ex plained
the altitudes and why some African
American people feel defensive in
these situations.
Alexander acted as a young girl
who had been raped by a teenage
African American male in a piece
titled "The Stigma of Being
Raped."

Alexander expressed his disdain
for rapists, reg.ardless of their racial
background.
The following piece, a pocm
called '"Trust (The Rape of)" by
Tyehimba Jess, talked about how it

Bryant Alexander acts as a female teenager accusing a black
man of rape in one of his narratives Friday night in the

Perfonning Arts Center Arena Stage. His perfonnance was
called "Putting Your Body on the Line." The one-man show
explored several representations of black male identity.
felt to be judged as a rapist and how
he should not be seen as one.
Alexander also had movement
pieces that included music by Billie
Holiday and Ray Charles in which

he incorporated slides. Some of the
slides showed lynchings. Others
were of prominent African
American women such as Maya
Angelo and Rosa Parks.

MSU-A Alumni and Prospective MSU-A students!

Take the Express Route
from College to Career
GRADUATE BUSINESS PROGRAMS FOR RECENT GRADS

DAY MBA
ACCO UNTIN G MBA
MAST ER O F INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Dr. John Mock, Chair,
Japan N ea Stud ies, MS U-Akita, Japan
will be on campu s
Wednesday. March 19 .
Location:
Atwood Center, North Glacier Room .
Time:
10 a .m . -11 a.m .
IF y o u carmo t Join us a nd w hut lnlorma llon aboul MSU·A.
c11II us at 6UM~\l(M 0886

Worried that yo u r unde rgrad'uate degree hasn'r prepa red you fo r a career in
business? The U niversity of St. Thomas Gradua te School o f Business now
offers three graduate programs designed specifically for recent college graduates
or career-changers, regardless of undergraduate major or past wo rk experience.
• No previoU:s business ed ucatio n o r experience required
• C an be started immediately upon graduation from college
•r Prepa res you for more challenging assignments and higher compensation
.• Provides the practical knowledge an d experien ce _employers de m and

To a tte nd a free in fo rmation session,

Call 962-4200 today.
http://www.stthomas.edu
e-mail: gsb@stthomas.edu

.

EXCEL Property

Mgmt. Inc.
FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING
Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
or summer and fall.

Call 251 -6005
The University o/51. Thomas admits students ofany race, color, creed and national or eth11ic origin.

• 4 bedroom apts.
• 8 campus locations
• lV & phone jacks in

all bdITT1S.

• X-tra large _ba1hrooms
w/ 2 showers
• Laundry facilities
• Par1<ing, carports,
. garbages
• Dishwashers

• Microvvaves, & more

NOW LEASING!
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Holocaust
A grant was secured during the
1995-96 school year which allowed

four individuals to study at Yad
Vechem, a university in Jerusalem.
They spent an academic year
learning about the Holocaust at the

Holocaust Museum. Several SCSU
faculty members were then sent to
a training institution for teachers in
Massachussetts, Bryce said. Upon
their return, these professors
immediately

began

teaching

courses on the Holocaust in their
respective fields.

"My husband and I knew we
needed a constant source of income
in order to continue with this
experiment," Bryce said. "We
sought and were granted a perpetual
grant from the Regis Foundation of

Page 5
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Minneapolis. This is going to help
to keep this program alive."
Bryce said teaching about the
Holocaust will help develop
sensitivity and understanding. She

said this method would eventually
lead to combating anti-semitism,
racism, sexism, haired, oppression
and genocide.
"I see anti-semitism growing,"
she said. "However, I am heartened
to see students taking a stand on the
side of combating this evil."
Bryce said some people might
resist the objectives of the
Holocaust Center out of fear.
"Some people might be
intimidated by the examination of
the evidence of the Holocaust and
its horrors, and they have to figure

out that the Holocaust did not just the Jewish people were less than I
affect a single group of fleople," she percent of the population of Europe.
said. "It affected all of our attitudes What we are dealing with are the 99
concerning
medical
ethics, percent who witn~. stood by
business, education- and, of course, and participated in what happened
our rather complex attitude , to the Jews."
concerning religion."
Susan Moltin is part of the
Bryce said those who oppose advisory committee of the center.
study of the Holocaust have not She also works in Leaming
been put into the position to Resources.
She
said
the
understand the ubiquitous nature of establishment of the Holocaust
the tragedy.
Center was a watershed event. •
Bryce said most people do not
"So many people do not truly
fully comprehend the extensive understand the Holocaust and its
nature of the Holocaust. She cited effects on society," she said. "I see
the i~sue of the Swiss bank this as a means by which to cylucate
accounts of Holocaust victims as a the public to the facts."
prime example.
Bryce said the center alSQ.has an
"The Holocaust happened to the outreach program which attempts to
Jewish people," Bryce said. "But educate high school students about

the HolOCaust. She said d'nly
through the education of the young
can such an atrocious event be
guaranteed never to happen again.
"I think that enough time has
passed which wou ld ~llow for
objective study of the' facts of the
Holocaust," Bryce said. "Young
people can now sec the devastating
effects of World War II in every
aspea of our world. Thi s
Center will help lead the way. to a
more just assessment of the
Holocaust."
The Holocaust Center for
Education and Study is located in
the offices of the Department of
Mass Communications. For more
infonnation, contact Scott Bryce at
255-3293.

Private Rooms for Women
Avoid the parking problems and the extra
time it takes to get to class each morning.._
Li ve right off campus , 11e! enJ011 all the
benefits or campus living .
Conveniently located across the street from campus on 3rd
Avenue South. The building has off street parking, garages,
laundry facitities and cable TV. Available '.or summer and/or
next school year.

Atwood Ballroom & Glacier Room
Saturday, March 22, 19
2 p_m, ~ 9 p_m_

Summer rent: under $ 1()() per month
During school year: $170 per month and up
This is not a party house and smokers need not apply! To see
for yourself, call for an appointment.
Call Bob at 251 -8211

Or;:anized hy

International Students Association

Andrea Dworkin
"Ending Sexual Violence:
Commitment, Conflict &
Endurance''
8:00 p.m. Friday, March 21
Doors open at 7 :30 p.m.
Atwood Ballroom

Free of Charge.
Open to the public.
Presented by Campus Advocates Against Sexual Assault (CAASA)
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or

are
the

just something enriching about it
When I saw this position open up, I

has actually done this type
work," Berling said.

marl:eling and communications
functions of SCSU.
Wegenersajd his responsibilities
include working with the

saw the chance of making this
dream a reality."
Wegener started his job Feb. 14
and has been impres.sed with SCSU

Williams'
educational
background includes a doctorate
and a master's degree in economics
from Duke University and a

enrollment management
team to plan and
implement
market
strategy,
managing

thus far.
" lntheshorttimel've
been here, everything
I've
seen
has

bache lor's degree in economics
from Randolph MacorfWomen's
College. Williams was the dean ·or
graduale
education
and

operations

demonstrated to me it

international studies at West Illinois

Wegener's responsibilities
managing and directing

of

public

relations, news service,
sports infonnation and
media placement.
According
to
Hasquith, Wegener has
broad experience in
marketing
and
Suzannt
communicalions. Wi ener has an
undergraduate degree from the
University of North Dakota in
speech communications. He did
graduate work at New York
University in media marketing
management and production.
Wegencr's background includes
being a marketing communication
manager at General Mills. senior
vice president and director of
financial services group at
Dunwoodie Communications, and
director of branch publicity at
Shearson Lehman Brothers.
"I've always been interested
with · college li fe," Wegener said.
"I've always loved the college
university atmosphere and there's

was a right decision to University.
accept the job," Wegener
The position at SCSU was
said.
vacated after Barbara Gracheck
John
Berling, resigned as vice president of
chairman for the search academic affairs after four years of
committee to find a vice service.
Wdliams president of academic
"We should feel fortunate of the
affairs. said Williams has first rate level of candidates we attract,"
crederitials for the job of vice Berling said. "We were able to have
president of academic affairs.
Suzanne Williams accept the offer
"She is well prepared as far as because J feel she is an outstanding
the educationa l background," candidate."
Berling said. "She has held
Williams was unavai lable for
professional positions at several comment because she is still
institulions including r-----:::=---, working at Arkansas
Arkansas State."
State. She starts her new
Berling
credits
job at SCSU July I.
Williams' position as
interim vice president
In Friday's issue:
of academic affairs at
lee bird, inrerim vice
Arkansas State for two
president for student life
years as an important
and development, has
facto r in her being
been chosen for the
appointed at SCSU.
pemument position.
"That was very
Ltt Bird
significant because she

st CIOUD TECHNICAL

COLLEGE
Never Stop

Leaming.
For career information call (320) 654-5089
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At CoMMlNIY Bf:JRESOURCES, you can

,

Spring Quarter 1997
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon. thru Thurs.

(Friday Hours 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.)

~

, · .·
'-,,
Your donation is

give the gift of life
and eam money to
pay for your
memories of spnng
break. Thousands of
people Just like you
rely on plasma
products to live
healthy normal lives.

so important to others, you are

compensated for your time.
Plasma donations are completely safe &
easy. You can use this time to study, relax, or
remember the good times with your friends on

In res ponse to student requests, we are extending our hours to be
more accessible:
• For evening students
• For students with work or class scheduled throu~hout the day
• For student teachers and interns

For more information and appointments call 255 - 3193

A tradition qf excellence in student health care

Spring Break '97.
For more Information or to schedule an
appointment call 259-6300.

Community Bio-Resources
2019
Mon.- Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

Stearns Way
6 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
6 a.m. - 4 p.m.
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
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Further investigation by the
police revealed the victims had the

money to buy marijuana. Detennan
had set up the drug deal so the
victims could be robbed, according
to the police report.

Freshman Bryan Rubbelke said
he arrived home to find several
police cars outside Hill-Case.
"I was told that a robbery had
taken place," Rubbelke said. "I had

heard that one of the guys in Case
sold drugs oul of his room I
thought it might have
something to do with that.''

had

. Several residents said they
believed Detennan was dealing
drugs from his residence hall room,
4119.
"I have seen a lot of traffic
_coming and going from that room,"
one resident said, who wished to

remain nameless. "I believe in
innocent until proven guilty, but I
have my concerns."

Reena Shetty, director of HillCase, declined to comment on the
situation.
"I was not on duty at the time,"
Shetty said. "I don't know that
much about what happened."
Detennan said the charges of
aggravated robbery are false. He
also denies selling drugs from his

room.
''1ltis whole thing is crazy," he
said. "It's all about people who are
trying to screw me over."
The three suspects, Detennan,
Arradondo and Hoskins, were
booked and released on their own
recognizance from the Steams
County Jail.

Four and two bedroom apartments for
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

All units include:
• -Off-street parking
• Phone & TV jacks

: ~~~~~ c'::Wc~rne
• Paid heat and water

• Mini-blinds
• Air conditioning
: ~~~fer
• Microwaves

Single Summer rentals $100

12 month leases for four bedroom apts.
$1!Wmonth

can for a showing! Tom 253-1898 or Paul 2s2-1a1

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES

1/2 Price Ta~ s. Ap~

1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

16 oz. of our own

Premiere Student Housing
c-+Heated Swimming Pool
c-+ FREE Parking/Omlets
c-+ Sand Volleyball Court
c-+ Heat and Water Paid
c-+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
c-+Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom
c-+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
c-+ Microwaves/Dishwashers

c-+ Air Conditioning
c-+ Large Storage Room
c-+Frost-free Refrigerators
c-+ Laundry Facilities
c-+ Vending Machines
c-+ Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
c-+ Individual Leases
c-+ Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

Call 252-2633

Microbrewed Beer only $1.25
gunda~ B p.rn.-12 a.rn. E:- Mon.-Tnur. 10 p.rn, I a.rn.

All Appetizer~ 1/2 off
gunda~c:; B-10 p.rn. E:- Mon.-Thur. 10 p.rn.-1 a.rn.
~

Experience The Bed: Pool Table,:; and Dart Board,:;
in gt, Cloud.

ON CAMPUS

OFF CAMPU

Blast Off with 6 ·
Career Weeki /ffr
GRADUATING WITHIN THE NEXT YEAR!
•

Don't Wait until Your Last Quarter

NOW is the Time to Begin Your Trip to Career Success!

MARCH 18

&t

~

Food•Fun•Sports

Daily Lunch
Special
11 am-1:30 pm

.

Specials Specials
Specials Specials

s p.m. to Close

M~ ''Bu,kOll"N;,)bt
$t al[ ..,Jy <=)'
tlun,!intkboo.,

T..:,.

TI.. $125 16o,T"I"'
$2.25~~

Attend One or All!
• Career Services Orientation & Registration, 2-2:50 p.m.
• Resume Writing Made Easy, 3-3:50 p.m.
• How to Conduct an Effective Interview 4-4:50 p.m.

R=pb,u,,,

Fri.

$tr.; Rollinil Rod.
IJ.,uk,
$t75 K.m;.

Sot

$:!.OO l&n

1/2 Pnre Appo 0.11
S..=tl.ello,,J.

l tp.ndofp.m.

One Stop Shopping Day
A 3 for 1 Special Event!

t:~~

W.l. S,..25P;td.,,
1/2olflo.,)l.land.

$tolflmp,n&

l/llprioe-App.

Microlkw,;

""'- .

)';tdxn.
1/2 Pnre Appo o.n

ll715Bottl.

iSmONJc.fursaaPric:8

St. Clouds
rty
t!

Localed in CH 100

MARCH 19
International Career Tips from Employers
Atwood Theatre, 3-4:30 p.m.
• Get Employment Tips from International Career Professionals

Job Searching on the Internet
CH 132, ll - l1 :50p.m.
• Surf the Web, 11-11 :50 p.m.
Explore Careers, Uncover Jobs, Research Employers
• Must pre-register in AS IO I

For more infonna1ion on Career Week Even1s

Contact: Career Services 255-2152

Hear a panel or working professionals share their employment
experiences and ta1k about International career opportunlLies.

'\,\J • .t--..t-,.

'VY\.,d-.

19. 1 9 9 7

3-~,30p-""--

C!t-....t L,w .
S t. Ct.~.t St.t.

'"7k.ol,.

\A-,-..a~

Sponsored by: Career Services, Global Issues Forum, ln1emational Rela1ions Club
For foreher information contact Beth at 253-8573.

RecOnciliation Service ....Tues.day, March 18, 7 pm
TenebraP ............... Wednesday, March 26. 8:30 pm

Holy Thurs.day..

.. .....Thursday, March 27, 7 pm

Good Friday ,................... Friday, March 28, 12 noon

Ea,;ter Vigil .................... Saturday, March 29, 8 pm
Ea ster Sunday .......... 9 a~ and 11:15 am (no 8 pm)

■I

CATHOUCCAMPUSwtSTR'I'

396 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH

OFFICE : 251-1260

s
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Two losses at final five costs SCSU
by Kerry Collins
$TAFF WRITER

The SCSU hockey team's season came to a disappointing
halt this weekend in St. Paul, Minn., at the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association Final Five Tournament.
For the second year in a row, an overtime defeat cost the
Huskies a chance for the tourney title. The University of

Minnesota downed SCSU 5-4 in overtime Friday, sending the
Huskies to the third ~lace game a!?,fnst Colorado College.
"We got good enough goaltendmg (Friday) to win but we
dido 't play good enough defense," said SCSU head coach

Craig Dahl.

-

Brian Lafleur started the scoring, netting an unassisted

power-play goal at the 11: 19 mark of the first period. SCSU
freshman Mau Noga tied things up with 2:07 left in the
opening stanza.
Entering the second period, the Gophers recaptured the
lead in a hurry. Twenty-six seconds into the period, Ryan
Kraft gathered the puck behind the SCStr net, skated around
and backhanded a shot into the net.
SCSU junior Sacha Molin scored a controversial goal at
the 1:54 mark to tic the score at 2-2. Sophomore Kyle
McLaughlin took a slapshot from the right circle that UM
goalie Steve DeBus stopped. Senior Dave Paradise was
skating in and the puck bounced off his skate, to the waiting
stick of Molin, who poked it into the net.
The referee initially called no goal, but the goal was
credited after replay.
Ironically, the best thing that happened for the Huskies
against the Gophers was a two-minute tripping penalty called
on freshman Josh DcWolf.
During the penalty, at the 6:30 mark of the second period,
SCSU sophomore Jason Goulet intercepted a pass at the
blueline and skated in against DeBus. Gou\et's stick-handling

Shane A. Opat;JAsstSTANT PH<JfO EDffOR

Sophomore forward Mark Parrish skates past Tiger defenseman Eric Rud at Saturday night's game in the St
Paul Civic Center. The Huskies lost 6-0 which eventually eliminated them from the NCAA tournament.
was too much for the Gopher nctminder, and the Huskies had
their first lead.
Twenty-six
seconds
later,
sophomore
Mark
Parrish found himself
in a simi lar situation
with DeBus, but the
UM goalie stopped the
shot. The deflection
went left, and Cullen
one-timed the rebound
past DeBus into the
net. DeBus had no
time to react to the
Craig Dahl
blistering wrister of
HEAD COACH
Cullen.

We just got our
bull kicked, and I
think I need a bag
of ice.

Jodi Wa[lin/STJiFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Freshman forward Matt Noga slides into Minnesota
goalie Steve DeBus after scoring the first goal of
Friday night's game for the Huskies at the St. Paul
Civic Center. The Huskies lost 5-4 in overtime.

three-on-one and two breakaways that we didn't put away,"
Dahl said. "We could've easily made it 6-2 and then it came
back to haunt us."
LaAeur scored his second goal of the nighf before the
second period expired, putting the score at 4-3 emering the
final stanza.
At the 3: 13 mark of the third period, UM's Casey
Hankinson tied the score at 4-4 by scoring a rebound of a shot
by Reggie Berg. The score remained tied until the overtime.
Midway through the overtime, WCHA player of the year
Mike Crowley poked the puck through the five-hole past
Husky goalie Brian Lcitza, sending the Gophers into the
championship game against the University of North Dakota.
Crowley's overtime goal was the only tarnish on Leitza's
perfonnance. The junior goalie finished with 47 saves,
including 16 in the third period and nine in the overtime.
DeBus ended with 24 stops.

With the Huskies
up 4-2, SCSU failed to capitalize on chances that could have
put the Gophers out of reach.
:•we got the two short-handed g~ls and then we got a

Go TO HOCKEY, PAGE 10 •

.SCSUs Loquai makes noise at NCAA tourney
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

SCSU junior diver Sarah
Loquai has accomplished quite a
bit this season, but her biggest
achievement came when it counted
the most.
At the recent NCAA Division II
men's and women's swimming and
diving championships held at Palo
Alto College, Loquai was one of
five SCSU divers to qualify for this.
year's NCAA nationals. ·
Loquai's score of 354.25 in the
I-meter dive was good for first
place and Loquai said the first
place finish was a good feeling.
"By far this..was the biggest
highlight of my career," Loquai
said. 'Ths is what you play for is
moments like this."
"I thought heading into the
event I had a real good chance to

win," Loquai said. "I knew going
in that a couple of the top divers
would not be competing in the
event."
Northern Michigan University
junior diver Debbie Duncan
finished second to Loquai with a
score of 352.70,
.The competition near the top
was so even Loquai said that there
were four divers that could have
won it.
SCSU sophomore diver Marie
Rubel also competed in the 1meter and finished in ninth place
with a score of311.15.
Loquai said the competition in
the I-meter was as tough as
expected.
'The competition there was
really good," Loquai said.
"(Duncan) and I are good friends
and for us to competC for the ··
number one spot was different. It

'-"""-"==="-"'

came down to whoever hit their
last dive the best would win."
.After Loquai's winning dive,
she said she wasn't even aware she
won the competition until her
diving coach Kevin Lawrence had
told her.
"I hadn' t realized I won until
(Lawrence) came over yelling and
hugging me," Loquai "said.
After finishing in first, Loquai
said her emotions took over.
"I never told anybody this, but
my goal all year was to win the 1mete!'," she said. "When it
happened, it was the most
incr~ible feeling I have ever felt."
In the men's I-meter diving
event, SCSU junior Ryan Bucher's
·score of 334.20 was good enough
for a 15th place finish.
Trevor Hoagland of California
State-Bakersfield finished first in
the I-meter dive with a score of

488.50.
Bucher also placed ninth in the
3-meter diving event with a score
of 404.40.
'The competition for the men
was really tough," Loquai said. "If
you weren't on, you weren't going
to get in and (Bucher) dove really
well."
SCSU sophomore Jeremy Frye
placed 16th in the men's 3-meter
with a score of 317.55.
Ken Bedford of Clarion
University posted a comfortable
first place finish with a dive of
535.95 in the 3-meter.
"All the divers there dove reaJly
well,'-' Loquai said. "All five of the
SCSU divers that made it to
nationals all dove well and were all
very supportive of each other and
that was nice to see."
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The contest against the Gophers was

SCSU's fourth Final Five game. All had gone
to overtime.
"I sure don't like them anymore," Dahl
said of the overtime games. "(UM) played
very hard tonight and I don't want to take
anything away from their perfonnance."
Saturday, the highlights were few and far
between for the Huskies against Colorado
College. CC defeated the Huskies 6-0, ending
any hopes for SCSU to advance to the
national tournament. "We just got our butt

kicked, and I think I need a bag of ice," Dahl
said. '1t's real hard to play in the afternoon a
night game like that and we could just not
handle the puck."
Aaron Karpan gave the Tigers a 1-0 lead
after one period. At 1:26 of the_second period,
SCSU junior Andy Vicari scored an apparint
goal after making a wrist shot that squirted by
Judd Lambert. The officials took the goal
away, saying the whistle had blown before the
puck crossed the line.

'The puck didn't go in in time apparently
and they didn't want to review it," Dahl said.
"I can't argue with him. If that's what he says,
that's what he says."
Colorado College exploded in the second
period for three goals, putting the Huskies'
playoff hopes out of reacl}.
Stewart Bodtker scored at the 8:32 ll)ark.
Late in the period, t:C got two goals, 31
seconds apart, from· T.J. Tanberg and K.J.
Voorhees. After the Voorhees goal,
sophomore Tim Lidcen replaced Leitza in the
net.
Third-period goals by Eric Rud and ·
Darren Clark sealed the blowout for the
Tigers.
Dahl said that the Huskies were hurt and
disaPpointcd after the overtime defeat.
. "I've been here for 10 years, and I've
never seen all 20 guys bawling," Dahl said. "I
figured we would have a rough go
Jodi Wal/in/STAFF PHuroGRAPHER
.(Saturday)."
The Huskies finished the season with a 23- Tensions mounted between the Huskies and Colorado College late in the game
13-4 record. Dahl added thal he was happy
resulting in !his near battle in Iron! of !he Colorado College goal wtth only minutes
with the way the season went and the effort in
left on !he clock.
·
the Final Five.
"l told the guys that just because they lost two games here didn't mean they had a poor winning, but the real measure is the effort .
season," he said. "There's nothing like they put fotward."

Women's tennis f1nishes strong with 7-2 win
by Rob LaPlante
SPORTS EDITOR

After dropping three weekend matches, the SCSU
women's tennis team bounced back10 take Sunday's match 72 over Nebraska-Wesleyan.
The Huskies (6-9 overall) got off to a slow start last
weekend dropping Friday's match 0-9 to Luther.
On Saturday, SCSU dropped a 1-8 match to Gustavus and
later dropped a 7-2 decision to North Central Conference rival
Mankato State University.
·
.
"Both Luther and Gustavus are contendors for the Division
ill national championship this year," said- head coach Larry
Sundby. "Right now we have a very young and inexperienced
team and we're not at the same skill level as those teams."
The only win the Huskies could escape with from the first
two matches was a #3 doubles victory from SCSU freshmen
Jill Taylor and Jennifer Hulett in their match versus Gustavus.
So far this season, Taylor and Hulett have JX)Sted a 9-3
record as the #3 doubles team.

. "(raylor and Hulett) are really doing a nice job forus so far
as the third doubles," Sundby said.
The Huskies' two wins in the MSU match came in the #2
doubles match where sophomore captain Sarah Ruedebusch
and junior Jennie Kalpin won 8-4.
SCSU's Danelle Peterson, freshman, won her #2 singles
qiatch 6-1, 6-3.
"Danelle at the #4 singles has been really a nice surprise,"
Ruedebusch said. "So far this season she has really come
through for us, especially in the third sets where she just
always seems to pull through."
Despite losing·7-2 to the Mavericks, Sundby said his team
had a good showing.
'The Mankato game was deceptive in the final score,"
Sundby said. "We were in three or four matches that could
have gone either way. It was disappointing to lose, but I was
very encouraged with the effort we showed."
Things took a lum for the better Sunday as the Huskies
bounced back for a 7~2 victory over Nebraska-Wesleyen.
SCSU took four of the six singles matches.
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The Huskies did well from their top seeds as SCSU's #1
singles player Susy Cronick, sophomore, won 6-4, 6-1 and
Junior Karissa Egge had to rally in her #2 singles match
winning in three sets 1-6, 6-1, 6-3.
''Going in, we knew (Neb-Wesleyen) wasn't a weak team,
but we knew we could beat them," Ruedebusch said.
"Everybody did a real good job of stepping up their game and
we really improved a lot this weekend."
Peterson won her#4 singles match 6-3, 6-0 and Taylor won
the#6singles6-1, 7-5.
The Huskies swept all three doubles matches rounding out
the 7-2 victory.
"We have a really young and inexperienced team," _Sundby
said. "As a coach, I can see that we're getting better and after
a tough loss to Mankato, I was pleased with the way they
bounced back on Sunday."
The Huskies will next compete Saturday and Sunday in the
Doubles TClumament held at St Cloud's National Tennis
Center. Saturday's matches will begin at 6 p.m. and Sunday's
matches will begin at 9 a.m.

BUMPER SERVICE CENTER
-ToDOMESTIC

;"o:fi~

BUMPER

&
IMPORTS

AUTO PARTS

Wednesday, March 26

PROMPT SERVICE
QUALITY PARTS
LOW PRICES

8:30a.m. to 4 :00p.m. in the
St. Croix Room, Atwood Memorial Center

OIL CHANGES
TUNE-UPS
BRAKES

GIVE US A CALL!

C.V. AXLES
SHOCKS
MUFFLER

251-7733

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED NEXT TO BO DIDDLEY"S

r----------------------,

:OIL CHANGE

$16.99+tax,

I FILTER AND LUBE
MOST CARS
:
I & MAINTENANCE CHECK ADD $1 FOR DISPOSAL OF I
INCLUDES UP TO
Frr.TER
b_ I~______________________
J II
5 quarts oil
Expires 4-12-97

II

CornlcactDiocs

( }/ _1:JJDi~

Cassettes
Clothing
Pocter,;

~tus
PROFESSIONAL

J<aw<al'!J

cl\T. CLOUD

Audio Accessorie;

28 Fifth Ave. So.

Guitar Slcrings

St. Cloud, Mi.nn, 56301

Drurnsticl<s

(612) 251-2569

l"icer,;e

Magazines

MASTER PIERCER · JEFF

RISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO

':/:lg_ ~

Hours:
Mon. - Fri. 10 :c:.m. - 9 p.m.

16 · 21stAvenueSo uth
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
For Appointment or Consulta~·on
Call 320-255-7305 or 320-393-2654

Q

229 Fifth Ave. S. Nert to Klnkos

251-8284

Sat. 1O a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

iilOO set ~

~=
~
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
WCHA FINAL FlvE RESULTS

laFleur),3:13.

Overtime: 9. UM -

Colorado College 5, Denver 2
North Dakota 5, Cokxado College I
Miruieso:a 5, SI.. Cloud State 4, OT,

ts rrwlts

TIGERS 6, HUSKIES 0

cc.

Frl49Y's mmmary

.0 0 0 - 0

First Perlod: 1. CC- Karpan 5 (Pete~). 5:0').
SCOOOd period: 2. CC - Bodtker 18 (T_ Peterson),

1 3 0 0-4

UofM ................ 1 2 1 1-5
First Period: I UM Lafleur 11 (unassisted),
ppg,11:19; 2. SCSU- Noga 6 (u~ed), 18:36.
Second Period: l UM - Kraft 25 (unassi.51ed), :26;
4. SCSU - Molin 18 (Paradise, Mclaughlin), 1,54; 5

SCSU - J. Goulet 14 (unassisted), shg, 6:30: 6. SCSU Cullen 15 (M. Parrish), shg 6:56; 7. UM - LaFleur 12
Third Period: 8. UM -

.. 1 3 2-6

scsu ..

GOPHERS S, HUSKIES 4 OT

(Rasmus.sen), 18:52

Saturday Man;b 22nd games
Bemidji Stale vs. Morningside College
Morningside C.oUege vs. Nonh Dakota State
NotthDakotaStatevs. Minnesota-Morris
Minnesota-Morris vs. St doud Sbte
Bemidji Stale vs Souih Dakota
~th Dakou vs. North Dakota
St. doud State vs. South Dakota State
South Dakro State vs North Dakota

5aturdar'1 sumffllZry

Colorado CoUege 6, SI. Ooud State 0
North Dakaa 4, Minnesola -3, OT

SCSU. .

1997/lakoWUWnelnrflqtffltufl

Shot$- SCSU 9-11-6-2-30, UM 15-10-17-10-52;
Goaltenders-- SCSU Leitza (,17 saves); UM DeBus (24
saves); Powerplay-SCSU 0-4, UM 1-3.

Friday Marrb 14 n::mlts
fatunfar Marrk

Softball schedule- - - - - 1997 Men's Tennis Roster -

Crowley 8 (KrJft, Rasrnl.lSSt:n),

9:37.

Tburt49Y Marrlz 11 romlt

·
Hankinson 14 (Berg,

SHn4er Man;b 2-lrd vamrs

8:32: 3. CC - T.J. Tanberg 4 (Gudmundson), 14:19; 4
CC- KJ ¼xlrhees 6 (HaitneU), 14:50
Third period: 5. CC - Rud 6 CT. PetelSOfl, Elfring),
2:18 ppg;·6. CC - Clark 15 (Prleis, Kryway), 8:37.

Bemidji State vs. St. Cloud State
North Dakota State vs. Bemidji State
South Dakota vs. St.doudState
NotthDakota State vs. South Dakota State
North Dakota vs, Minnesota-Morris
Nonh Dakota vs. Morningside College
South Dakota vs. Minnesota-Morris
SouthDakouStatevs.MomingsideCollege

Shou,CC 15-11-8-34, SCSU 3-9"-12-24; Goaltenders;
CC Lambert (24 .saves), SCSU Leitza (4 goal'!, 22 saves),
Lldcen(inatl4:50ofsecondperiod,(2goals,6sares);

•
_____________ ...
PERSONAL TRAINER
CONSULTATION
FIVE TANNING SESSIONS
• NAUTIUJS

•RACQUETBAU

•lJrE CYCLES

•TREADMD..J..S

•STAIR CLIMBERS

Club Germain fftness Center
919 W. St. Germain

•AND MORE

Downtown

L

Fresh

..,_

Hastings
So. St. Paul
Marshf~,Wi
lnver Grove HgtS

Hastings
Milwaukee,Wi.
Bloomington
Cottage Grove
Cottage Grove

-

NCC Women's Tennis Rosterllllllllll .
SusyCronick
Karissa. Egge
Jennifer Hulet
Jennie Kalpin
Melody Pappas
DaneUePet=
Maria Ritchie
Sar.iliRuedebusch
Brianna Rupp
Jill Taylor

""' '

,oph.
],.

Fre,h

],.
Soph.
F~h
F~h
Soph.

Wausau,Wi.
Hastings

S<.Cloud
&Cloud
St.Paul
Pine City
St.Cloud
StevensPoint,Wi.

Fresh

St Cloud

F=h

New Brighton

_

ne-w me~rs only • offer ellpires 4N97

: ~ l~land Tan:
•~
s TraVQI 1I
I ~
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Limit one per customer.
I
E~pires March 31st, 1997
I Mastercard • Discover • Visa accepted I
1112 Mall Gennain • Downtown St. Cloud (Across from McAudy's) I

L-----------...1

Prices from

$9swil~u !a1 so
amenities
you expect.

255-1171

r-----------,

253-7202

Soph.
Jr.
Fresh.
Soph.
Sr. ·
Soph
Sr.

Classic 500, River Ridi?e
Bridgeview South ancl
Bridgeview West

Spring Membership

•SPA

""'
Jr.

SUMMER
RENTALS
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

1

UNUMITED AEROBICS

Chris Canniff

Seo! Cook
KyleFreske
James Huneke
Nick Kettenhofen
JasonMuhl
Aaron Slack
Chris Slack

Powttplay:CC 1-2, SCSU0-3

r.--------Club Germ'ain
I Two Month
I FREE·
I FREE I•
I

""""'

Joe Cheney

I

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

We Sell
Passport
Photos

University
Subscription
Services

"

seeks aggresive CAMP{JS MANAGERS.

*Part-time at Full-time pay.
*$$$ Paid Out Monthly.
*Frequent Bonus Contests ./!/,.,,,,,,,~
*Set your own hours ~,.,.,<>'
*No cost to you 11,s'-,.

~,, ,

11,'>...

-\"

i,,~

,."

,•:•
'

CINNAMON RIDGE APARTMENTS

Ten 2"X2" black &
white for $15.

Call 255-4086
and ask for Julie or
Shane

Lose it -- andNever Find it Agairi

4-bedroom apartments
available with:

For infonnation
call

APARTMENT
FINDERS

259-4040

• Tuck-under parking
• Heat Paid
• Water-Paid
• Tanning Bed
• 2 Full Baths
• Dishwasher
• Microwave
BIGGEST APJIRTMEIITS 011 CAMPUSI

Learn nutritious eating
• Take 1-2 pounds off each week and keep it off
• Take body fat measure men ts
Learn the value of exercise

Join "Healthy Weighs"
Offered by $CSU Health Services
Wednesday 3-4 p.m. weekly for eight weeks
Starts March 19,1997 $ 15
Register Early: 255-4850

PAID

ADVERTISEMENT

March madness hits·the university
::;i:i~!:~:.;:";,:;v;:;;11a~~.~~~

New Season Brings New Events

Co-Rec Wiffleball
League

league is scheduled to start on April 7, but the
· weather is aJways a factor during this time of
year so the schedule could be adjusted.
Campus Recreation will also be sponsoring a
SoftbaJI Tournament that will be played on
Saturday, April 25, with the entries due on
April 23. On April 22, the 1st Annual Home
run contest will take place as well. You can
sign up at the time of the event for the contest.

The game is played much like softball and
allows eight players per team. The batting

order will go man, woman, man, woman, etc.
Games consist of seven innings. Ths league
provides an excellent opportunity to get

wanned up for softball season.

Racquetball Doubles
Tourney

.Frisbee Golf League

This Tournament is self paced which
allows teams to play according to their
schedules. Three divisions exist 10 meet
everybody's needs. If your interested in
playing, but don'! have the proper equipment,
we have 1he necessary gear including
racquets, balls, etc. All is free with a St. Cloud
State University validated student i.d°.
Matches will consisl of the best 2 out of three
games, with the winners receiving the
coveted lntennural Champions T-Shirt.

Softball

Last year's 'A' League Men's Softball Champs Dream Team #1. Members include:

This event draws our biggesl numbers of Ryan LeMieux, Jumil Hemiadan, Tom Heine, Rick Gieseke, Mike Braun, Craig
the year. Las! spring over 100 teams Heitkamp, Ryan Zieman, Jeremy Lang, Pat Goreman, Troy Haglund, and Jason
participated in the men's and women's Lambert.

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

AT

CA,Mfus REc.
Co-Rec Wi!Deball
Entries Due· Wednesday, March
19
~ Monday, March 24

Racquetball Doubles
Tourney
~ Wednesday, March
19
Play Begins: Self Paced

Softball League
Entries Due· Wednesday, April 2
Play Begins: Monday, April 7

Referees are human too
As I began thinking of what to
put in this month's advertisement I
wanted to include a brief
commentary on the people who
wear the stripes.
In every single sport I have been
associated with throughout the
course of my life I have always
played or participated with at least
one individual who was always
putting pressure on refs. This trend
did not stop when I got to college,
and at times I would find myself
being the one putting the pressure
· on. I decided in my second year at
SCSU that I would give it a shot,
and well, the rest is history. I we_nt
on to ref, the job that I am doing
now. The one thing I learned as I
made the transfer from participant to
ref is how hard it really is to ref,
ump, or supetvisc whatever activity
it is. I would do the best job I could,
but it still was not good enough for

some people. As I got older and
became more educated from our
great institution I realized that half
the time the people that would yell,
complain, or shout four letter words
at me w~re the ones losing, or
frustrated at the way they were
playing or the team was playing.
Regardless of what these people
would say to me I would not change
my mind, for ifl did I would create
a bigger problem. I have seen my
fair share of basketball games, and I
have one question for those who
have played and said words to a ref
because they were called for a foul.
Why would you try lo debate a
judgement call. The ref has nothing
against you, that's just the way he or
she saw it. It is a judgement call, or
should I say an opinion, and the one
that counts is the person who wears
the stripes. Thanks, and remember,
refs are people too.

Softball Tournament

Medieval war between the sexes

Entries Due: Wednesday, April

Theme for the 1997 Spring Incentive Program

23

Play Begin.'>· Saturday, April 26

Home run ContestEntries Due· Time of Event
~ Tuesday, April 22

Carp Classic
Entries Due: Time of Event
~ Sunday, May 4

Tennis Singles Tournament
Entries Due· Monday, May 5
~ Wednesday, May 7

Questions or Concerns?
Contact Campus Rec. at,255-3325

In conjunction wilh lhe St. Cloud Frisbee
Golf League, Campus Recreation is proud to
be a part of the ieague. The League will start
on March 29 and go through May 13. The
League will play at Riverside Park on Fridays
al 6:00pm. For those of you unfamiliar with
Frisbee golf, you use a frisbee that is heavier
than nonnal and try to throw it into a large
metal device thal is big enough for the frisbee
to go in to. This is also known as the hole.
Riverside Park is one of the lop courses in the
state of Minnesota and has held a number of
state tournaments. The layout is around the
river in a wooded area and provides great
nature setting. The entry fee consists of ten
dollars and you receive a free disc and a mini
disc for your own personal use. Frisbee Golf
is fun and easy for everybody.

Campus Recreation Fitness
Coordinator Chris Haukos proudly
announces the kick•off for this
spring's incentive program. "We had
a great turnout for the winter
cartoonathon program. I hope to
continue the success with getting
more people involved, and I ·figure
the wanner temperatures should help
increase the numbers." Haukos went
on to say that the theme should be a
great deal of fun because it is a
competition between the sexes that
awards some great prizes based on
the total workout perfonnance. "It
allows people to make exercising fun
because you have a chance to win
some fun prizes and keep yourself
motivated," said the renowned

coordinator. Sign ups will start on
Tuesday March 18th and continue
until half way through the program.
If you can't start right away, that's
fine because the program is based on
the time you have to work out. There
is no set guidelines for exercising and
J)Oints are rewarded for whatever
physical exercising you choose to do.
This includes everything from
walking to playing basketball . For
more information on the Spring
Incentive program fell free to contact
Campus
Recreation
Fitness
Coordinator Chris Haukos at 2553325. 1bis is an excellent way to get
ready for those wann temperatures,
and all though winter never seems to
end, be ready when it does!

THURSDAY •

UPSTAIRS

9:00 - 1:00 am
SUNDAY •

DOWNSTAIRS

9:00 - 12:00 am

©©©©

Comedy Gallery
EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

call ahead for reservations
252-4538

~.
.
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Fans respond to sale, switch.of REV 105
by Sarah Tieck

played seminal and influential

DIVERSIONS EDITOR

•

r:z~~~h~!~:

~4~ :1ed;:;~

.

REV I05 is dead.
Cargill Communications sold
the Twin Cities radio station to
Capital Cities/ABC on Monday,
March IO (this company also owns

from 11ew artists and we had those
quirky surprises. ... REV 105 was
about diversity and variety and
good music."
Stations such as KQRS and

mainstream alternative station,
KEGE 93.7 FM, ''The Edge," as
well as classic and new rock station,
KQRS 92 FM).
Employees of a11 three stations

KEGE are chain radio• stations.
''They're all over and they're a prechosen fonn and a pre-chosen
playlist," McMullen said.

were informed in a meeting on
Tuesday, March 11 of the planned
changes. By 1:30 p.m. that day, the
station had switched over to a new
style and name: REVolution radio
became X-105, a station featuring
hard rock.
The shift really upset many
people according to Jeremy Wilker,
an avid fan of the fonner radio
station and the creator of one
website focusing on the current
controversy (many other websites
have sprung up) and developing
situation regarding Rev 105.
Former REV 105 deejay, Brad
Savage, wrote in an e-mail message
posted on Wilker's website
that the station was first and

~~~m:e~

bu;~:~ an~ th;u:~~~~~
move.
"It happens all the time,"
said Jo McMullen, station
manager at KVSC. "Stations are
bought left and right"
McMullen said she was
saddened by the way the station's
demise was handled. Still, she said
the move was well-planned and
decisive, which prevented protests
and public interference that would

REV 105 provided airplay for
and supported bands on the local
music scene and had P9pular
deejays, according to Wilker.
"My sense is that this station's
role in sllpporting and building up
the local music scene will take
years to rebuild ... perhaps never?
perhaps being 'real' and more locaJ
oriented is not sustainable in
today's less restricted radio
market," wrote Steven Clift of
Minneapolis in an e-mail message
posted in a chat room focused on
the subject.
Meanwhile,
listeners
are
working to find a new station to fi ll
the void left by the addition of Xl05. Wilk.er and others are urging
support in the fonn of polite letters

.._.,....~+--1,L.1.-l.--\_;\,--\,--\,-rr,['"Y"'c:J,~

t1-l----1r--\--\--'(-\~l'J:,~
l..-~-lr""i7
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Lukas Johnson/Sr,ffF PHOTOGRAPHER
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Rev 105's signal has ceased and has been replaced by X-105, a new hard rock station.
surelr have come with an advance
warnmg.
In response to the sudden
loss of the local-oriented REV
105, Wilker arid many other
REV
fans
have embarked
on a campaign to protest the
change.
''This is the first thing I've ever
made a public state:ment abo.ut,"
Wilker said.

Wilk.er is working with several
people forming a nationally
focused group they intend to caJI
"Americans
for
Radio
Diversity."
It is written in the group's
mission statement that they will
work to promote communityoriented c9mmercial and public
radio stations such as REV 105.
Their focus will be to "reverse the

destructive trend toward the anticompetitive, concentrated radio
ownership
in
mega-media
corporations."
Savage explained in his e-mail
post the role of REV 105 as
perceived by many listeners. "To
me, REV 105 represented the
opposite of most community
alternative stations around," Savage
wrote. "We played local music; we

1~li~:!ni::~~
;:~a;!0
stations similar to REVolution radio
- KFAI (90.5 MpV106.7 St. Paul),
Radio K (770 AM), WMCN (91.7
FM, Macalester College) and
KVSC 88. 1 FM at SCSU.
"(REV l05's) philosophy was
very much aligned with a lot of
college radio stations," McMullen
explained.

For more infomw.tion visit the
website www.radpark.er.com/radio.

Sahwan cekbrates rain and romance
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

Winter continues to drag on, but the India
Heritag'e Club held a celebration of spring last
Saturday night.
Students and facu lty welcomed the season
of rain and romance, known as .c:;ahwan. The
program, held in the Atwood Memorial
Center ballroom, featured several dances,
songs, a fashion show, and native food
showcasing the Indian culture.
Sneh Kalia, IHC advisor, said the season
is traditionally celebrated by young Indian
women.
''This celebration is mostly about gir!S
getting together," Kalia said.
·
During the month-long se:ison, females
apply henna dye to hands and feet and make
colorful designs on their 6odies. Women also
buy bangles for their hands, and colotful new
clothing.
Men celebrate Sahwan, but in a different
way, said Niloufer Merchant, an applied
psychology professor and one of the emcees
of the night.
"For men, it is a time to give gifts to their
loved ones • the women of the household,"
she said.
There are fairs in small towns and villages
during Sahwan. Young women drawn by the
possibility for romance and excitement travel
in groups to the fairs.
Although there were no fairs, other
traditions of Sahwan were observed at the

program such as native dances and songs both traditional and modem in India. Students
danced to "La Macarena."
"It's a true East meets West over here,"
Merchant said.
The audience was given an opportunity to
sample Indian food, such as chicken cuny,
cholay (garbanzo beans), and roti
(bread) before the performances started.
Zahid Siddiqui and Naushaba Zahid drove
from Fargo to perform at the Sahwan
celebration. The professional perfonners who
sang and played Indian music.
Six-year-olds Zatneer Merchant and
Nivedita Samath danced to an Indian
children's song. The song, which is popular in
India, had a woman asking riddles and
children responding to them.
Another blend of east and west coast
appeared later as one SCSU student and two
of his fri ends mixed hip-hop dance moves
with an Indian song.
.
A fashion show allowed IHC mell.)bers to
show off traditional Indian clothing,
including
fashions
from
Pakistan,
Bangladesh, and Malaysia.
According to Kalia, the night was a
success, even though not all Indian traditions
were followed.
"In Indian culture, boys and girls usually
don't dance together," she said. "It is usually
confined to families, and on special
occasions."
Preparations
for
Sahwan
took

Julio. Peterson/PHOTO EDffOR

Members of the India Heritage Club perform the first dance for the Sahwan
celebration Saturday night in Atwood Ballroom.
approximately two weeks.
Every year different ethnic groups on
campus give students and the St. Cloud
community a chance to learn more about their
homelands and the traditions they observe.
Acconiing to Mike Hayman, director of
residential life and a speaker at Sahwan, that

is one thing that makes SCSU a great
university.
''I'm
not
sure
how
much
international students learn from being
here," he said, "but we have gained and
learned so much from their rich culture and
heritage."
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Green Mill offers comfy, close, classy dining
A.five-minute walk from campus takes eaters into a world ofaffordable and filling food.
Ciatti's, Mexican Village and
Applebee's. When first walking

imo the restaur401 I noticed the
open bar area. This area offers
ample room for customers and

refreshing it was for"me, as a
customer, to he;,ir that type of
.honesty.

Price

servers to walk freely from tables

to bar or bathroom without
bumping into everyone in
sight.
The restaurant is designed

by Jeff Dahler
STAFF WRITER

Having your cake and eating it
too. This old cliche serves to

summarize the Green Mill
restaurant for SCSU students.
Why you ask? It is possibly the
best restaurant in St. Cloud and
only a five-minute walk from
campus. The restaurant is located
within the Kelly Inn on Division
ti~r::i~iki~~e~e "mighty"

admirably, so families with
children can enjoy a meal without
being exposed to fhe bar area. But
the restaurant is not separated to

Ths is one drawback to the
Green Mill experience. However, I
did not have pick up an application
for a second job after my meal. A'>

the extent that it seems Jike two

can be expected at any higher

separate areas.
The main strength of the Green
Mill is the screened-in porch (too
bad we live in· Minnesota). This
not only supplies a nice place to
drink and dine in the summer, it
allows natural light into the
restaurant.

quality restaurant, the meals are
going to be a little more painful on
the pocket book.
Prices differ for lunch and
dinner. 1nose thinking about
visiting Green Mill for lunch
can expect to spent around $6 to
"$9 for a drink and a meal. For

Service

~iii

It is probably best known for its ~~~~~~,
pizza, both dine-in and delivery,
but don't think of it as just another
pizza joint - this place is fantastic
.,
in many ways. The type of cuisine
offered is mainly Italian: lasagna,
The setvice I received at
spaghetti, and other pastas; but
Green Mill was second to none.
fish, beef and chicken meals arc
Not only was the waiter prompt,
also found on the menu.
friendly and knowledgeable.
He was extremely honest to the
point where he recommended that
I not order one item from the menu
because he did not think it was
very good.
Now some people, especially
those employed as managers at
The atmosphere of Green Mill
Green Mill, might find this kind of
is comparable to other bars and
behavior disturbing and maybe
restaurants in St. Cloud. I would
even grounds for dismissal, but I
can't even begin to describe how
compare it to restaurants like

~:;~i

t::;~e~t;~d~:1 could

to $15.
For those who are
metabolically challenged, like
myself, the price for a tummyfilling meal would be raised about
$5, or the price of the standard
appetizer.

Pescara crust) and best tasting
pizza in St. Cloud. This seems to
be the standard for all of the
restaurant's food. Whether you are
a fan of Italian 7ood or are a steak
and JX)tatoes person you will find
something on the menu that wi ll
not only be tasty, but will make
you loosen a notch on the old belt
buckle.

they Were not like some strll hungover, look.in' like death seivcrs
who could make even me lose my
appetite.
All of these things just added to
the restaurant's atmosphere and
over-all experience. .

'
Overall

Cleanliness

As is any respectable
restaurant in Green Mill's class,
the restaurant is kept very
clean.
The floors, tables, bar,
silverware, glasses, etc. were all
clean. All or"tbe employees
appeared to be in clean clothes,
tucked in shirts and hair combed -

I love the Green Mill. It has
everything a ~rson would want in
a restaurant: great food, seivice,
atmosphere and a full bar at a
reasonable price.
What more could you ask for?
Anyone that has been there can
attest that anyone who has not
should grab friends, belly up at the
bar, and prepare for one of the
finest" dining experiences St. Cloud
has to olTer.

Food Quality

Atmosphere

~

The food at Green Mill is
excellent. Anyone who considers
themselves a fan of the "pie"
(pizza) better have checked out
what Green Mill has to offer. 1 find
it to be the most fillin g (try the

Climb
the
ladder of success ....
leadership ♦ communica tion ♦ time management skills

_Residence Hall Night Security positions involve:
► worldng an average of fifteen hours a week

►maintaining the safety and well-being of residence

hall students and the building
►training to administer residence hall policies and

handle emergenc)' situations

►36 credits completed by the end

ampuS
Bil{e,Sale

3Days Only
Wed. ~Im·eh 19 • 12 • 7pm
Thm•s. ~Im·eh 20 • 9 am • 7 pm
Fi·i. ~Ia1•eh 21 • 9 am • 7 pm
Atwood Center on the SCSU Campus
Inside and Outside

Minimum Qualifications:
►2.0GPA

S

of Spring Quarter ,

►knowledge of the residence hall experience

Best Prices of the Season!
Brand Name Bikes including:
Cannondale • Raleigh • GT• Le Mond • Gary Fisher

Applications are available in the
Residential Life Office, Carol Hall.

Applications are due by: March 20, 1997.

General Puhlie Welcome
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The Last Don' echoes Puzo's 'Godfather'
by Lloyd Dalton
STAFF WRITER

The price paid by many authors for their
success is the uncomfortable burden of
literary stereotyping.
The great majority of successful writers
find themselves wedged into tiny
niches, unable to succeed
commercially without sticking to
the fonnula which originally
brought them fame. A good
example is Stephen King, widely
recognized as a bloody guts horror
writer despite his wide variety of
works (''The Shawshank
Redemption," "Stand by Me").
This handicap is multiplied for
writers who owe most of their
success to a single monumental
achievement. Every subsequent novel comes
into the shadow of an earlier achievement. It
is not surprising, then, that the man who
wrote 'The Godfather'' and 'The Sicilian"
enjoyed less acclaim for his following two
novels. Both departed from the Mafioso
genre which first made Mario Puzo famous.
"Fools Die," a semi-autobiographical
character piece, and 'The Fourth K," a
passable attempt at political drama were
received as decent books, but they were
unable to eclipse the looming presence of
"Godfather."

"The Last Don," Puzo's most recent

As Cross grows to adulthood, he-faces

the realization that his father'is the primary
executioner, for the Clericuzio family.
Cross' ·mother leaves his father after this
revelation, taking Cross' sister, Claudia, with
her. Cross elects to remain with his father,

novel, has received praise as a welcome
return to Puzo's best subject matter, the Cosa
Nostra. Coincidentally, it also harnesses the
same dramatic power and ferocious tension
as 'The Godfather."
Fortunately, 'ibe Last Don" is not a
carbon-copy of Puzo's earlier
masterpiece. It does describe the
story of a powerful Italian family
involved heavily in organized
crime, but here the resemblance
ends. 'The Last Don" takes place
several-decades 'The Godfather,"
aitd no references are made to
characters or situations in the
earlier book. However, ''The Last
Don" is set in the same universe as
"Fools DIC," sharing with it one"
major character and several locatiQns.
'The protagonist of the story is Cross De
Lena, son of Pippi De Lena, who is the chief
enforcer, or "hammer'' for the Clericuzio
family, whose empire is built primarily on
illegal gambling.
As the book opens, the aging head of the
family, Don Domenico Clericuzio has just
decided to shift his power base from illegal
to legitimate enterprises. To this end, he
instructs Cross' father, Pippi, to move to Las
Vegas, where young Cross will one day
assume ownership of the Xanadu Hotel and
Casino.

and upon adulthood he becomes part of the

Clericuzio family hierarchy. His sister •
becomes a scriphyriter in Hollywood, and
the two maintain friendly contact.
These developments lay the groundwork
for the plot, which begins to thicken when
Claudia seeks Cross' assistance in producing
a movie. Cross sees this as a perfect
opportunity to expand the Clericuzio empire
into a legitimate and profitable enterprise.
Problems occur when the movie's female
star quits halfway through the filming
process for fears of her jealous and
psychotic ex-husband. While convincing her
to return to the set, Cross falls in love with
her. Matters become more complicated when
Cross' father is murdered, supposedly during
a simple mugging. Cross, believing hls life
is endangered, attempts to discover the truth
behind his father's death, while trying_to
ensure the success of his movie venture.
•lied into the primary plot of the "The
Last Don" are numerous subplots and
counterplots - Puzo's genius lies in his
ability to weld literally dozens of separate
stories together into an epic tale _of power,

University Chronicle & KVSC
Academy Award Contest - 1997
Winning entries will be announced in University Chronicle
and on Movies ·on the Radio - KVSC-FM
(entry deadline - 4 p.m,. Mar. 23, 1997)

Best Actor
Tom Cruise
Ralph Fiennes
Woody Harrelson
Geoffrey Rush
Billy Bob Thornton

Best Supporting Actor
Cuba Gooding, Jr.
William H. Macy
Annin Mueller-Stahl
Edward Norton
James Wood

Best Picture
'
The English Patient
Fargo
Jerry Maguire
Secrets & Lies
Shine
Best Actress
Best Supporting Actress Best Director
Brenda Blethyn
Joan Allen
Anthony Minghella
Diane Keaton
Lauren Bacall
Joel Coen
Frances McDonnand Juliette Binoche
Milos Fonnan
Kristin Scott Thomas Barbara Hershey
Mike Leigh
Emily Watson
Marianne Jean-Baptiste Scott Hicks

Mail or drop off your entry
at the SCSU, Department of
Mass Communications,
Stewart Hall 125, SCSU,
St. Cloud, MN 5630l-4498;
or FAX to : 654-5337
Your name _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
Phone Number _ _ _ _ _ ,
Address:

. betrayal, and that most honored Mafia

tradition: vengeance.
Also, Puzo's exceptional talent for
creating vital and believable characters is
just as evident in "Last Don" as in his oth&
works. The players in the drama, both good
and evil, are believable and vivid Alfred
Gronevelt., a most memorable characters in
"Fools Die," reprises hls role in "fhe Last
Don" as the Xanadu Hotel's owner and
Cross_'s ~entor:
,..
.
It 1s 1mposs1ble for those farruhar with
'"The Godfather" to read 'The Last Don"
without making unconscious comparisons.
The results are favorable - Puzo has not
triecl to capitalize on his earlier success by
creating a cheap imitation. Though "The
Last Don" shares the narrative style of '"The
Godfather," there are few obvious
similarities. It is shorter, but is in sothc ways
a more complete book wilh a completely
different cast of diverse characters. Don
Domenico Clericuzio is one of the real
masterpieces of the book. He occupies the
same position as Don Vito Corleone of ''The
Godfather'' but shares very few personality
traits.
'"The Last Don" is an achievement that
affirms Puzo's skill."
It is a novel in which depth of human
character and attention to individual detail
are combined with drama and suspense of an
epic scope.

m
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EDITORIAL

Lawmakers

should think
before banning
cloning
It began simply enough - a Scottish scientist announced he
had successfully cloned a sheep. The sheep, named Dolly, was
reported as healthy, and a complete duplicate of the original
sheep.
The scientist also commented that such a cloning procedure
might also work just as well on a human being.
Then the reactions came, rushing out almost simultaneously.
Many who had read Aldous Huxley's "Brave New World" had
images in their minds of huge chambers full of human cloning
tanks. Others thought of children bred solely for their organs,
legions of carbon-copy soldiers, and the destruction of the
individual.

That last idea scares a lot of people, and it should. The
concept that each person is unique in many ways is centra1 to
many people's self worth, and the idea that a ''New you" could
be created impersonally, medica11y, is a disturbing notion.
The idea of cloning humans has existed long before it
became medically possible, existing mainly in science fiction
stories. More often than not, human cloning took on a ghoulish
aspect, with evil clones destroying the reputations of the
original person and other nasty occurrences.
There are many arguments against human cloning, and
almost all of them have been shouted as justification to clamp
down on genetic research to prevent these crimes against
humanity. However, just as we should be cautious about the
application of the technology of cloning, we should be cautious
about legislative restrictions.
Lawmakers have scrambled to impose bans on human
cloning and other misuses of this new medical procedure.
However, those bans should be tight enough to prevent the
misuse of cloning, but allow legitmate cloning research to
continue.
Not long after Dolly's international unveiling, The Oregon
Primate Research Center announced they had successfully
cloned Rhesus monkeys, even closer cousins to humans, scaring
people even more. That revelation has hardly improved people's
moods, but that doesn 't mean cloning can't be more of a boon
than a bane to society.
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Birthday party adventures
Adventures in insomnia intensify roommates' _
bond
It was 3 a.m. Sunday
morning and we were wide
awake amidst snoring,
donnant bodies after a party.
The hunger pangs
began in earnest but we did not have
transportation
options on this cold,
Minnesota evening.
We then began
searching for a
restaurant offering
delivery service.
Our celebration started
early on Saturday because it
was my roommate's birthday.
We woke up at noon on
Saturday and began lining up
mgredients and helpers for the
Captain Morgan and cream
cake y.,e'd planned to make
for her (It's a delicious
concoction. First you mix
Captain Morgan and whipped
cream and set it aside. Next,
after the cake is done, you
puncture it with a fork and
sprinke spiced rum across the
top of the cake so it soaks in.
Finally, when you•~ about to
serve the dessert, pour the
soupy _}Vhipped cream across
the vast field of cake and then
swirl the whipped cream with
some chocolate syrup.).
That afternoon, my two
roommates and a close friend
managed to throw together a
beautiful cake and catch
Seinfeld and the news.
Between 8 and 9 p.m., a
mixture of spring break
companions, work buddies,

neighbors and out-of-town
guests began to arrive. Within
a short time, our eclectic circle
of friends occupied every
spare bit of space.
The night hours
passed and the
energy level rose we caroused
wantonly and let
loose. People
mingled and moved
amongst each other
like wonns
scrambling through moist,
wann and muddy summer
soil.
Although the numbers of
guests thinned, our craziness
remained until the second
time the landlord dropped by
to remind us that some
neighbors might be trying to
sleep (on a

and Gerbert's. Sadly, after
2:30 a.m., a delivering eatery
is rarer than a $20 bill in my
wallet.
Still, despite the dire odds
and intensifying pangs, we
were detennined to find
something - anything. The
three of us dragged out all the
phonebooks we could find and
in our dogged wakefulness,
went to work on the cordless,
touchtone wonder.
Our search's fruitlessness
left us more frustrated than
students waiting in line at the
bookstore during the first
week of classes. It was too
late to give up and go to sleep.
This had become more than a
mission to find food.
In the ensuing h0urs of
insomniac insanity, we had a
f
soap and

===••··•,=== ~~h~~n!~:am

:~u~~i:!ght?)
needed to calm
cream and
down as our joy 1be night hours frosting war
was seeping into
and to clear up
the hallway.
passed and the the resulting
Later, I found energy level rose mess took a
an empty bed
- we caroused clothed group
and passed out
shower.
into a light
wantonly and let As the sun
sleep.
rose around 7
It seemed
loose.
am. and filled
our sleepless
like only
world with natural light, we
moments later when both my
knew we'd beaten the
roommates tumbled into the
same bed and I was jarred
boredom that could have
overtaken us and our bond
from my nap. I was wide
was solidified. We went to
awake at 3 a.m.
We collectively decided we breakfast to celebrate.
needed either pizza or Erben

• •
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Caught between

two households
For the past two years, I have lived a double life. I exist in
two different worlds - separate, and as some woul4 argue,
mutually exclusive. I feel as though I am straddling an
enormous gulf between two extremes as dissimilar as Adolf
Hitler and Mother Teresa of CaJcutta.
'

I am an electrical engineering major. For those who don't
know what that means, EE majors spend most of their time
learning how to build and analyze electric things - like
operational amplifiers and control systems and multiplexers.
Basically, electrical engineers know how to make toasters,
computers, phones, CD players, and other
JUST A
electric stuff. All this requires a lot of math,
THOUGHT
physics, and fiddling with complex-looking
analytic devices with tons of buttons and
cool wavy lines.
EE majors spend much of their time
hunched over circuitboards speaking in
terms like "Megaohm," and "Gigahertz."
They all own calculators that can draw
graphs. They make jokes like: "He
connected the 15-volt input line to the
emitter on the transistor instead of the
base! Ha-ha-ha-ha!" Dilbert is an electrical
BYLl.oYD
engineer, but he is much cooler than most.,
DALTON
I also write for the University Chronicle,
which has nothing to do with electrical engineering. For two
quarters, I was an editor at the paper. The Chronicle is run by
print journalism-majors. These people run around saying things
like "Where's the clipboardr' and "How do you spell
'calculator'?" and "Hey, what's three plus eight?"
Journalism majors use Macintosh brand computers and
complain loudly whenever the computers don't work. EE
majors use IBM and Unix computers and take them apart for
components when they don't work. They use Macintosh
computers for paperw~ights.
When I first began to cautiously explore journalism, I could
tell I was different right away.1 sensed that those around me
were different as well. Many of them were women. In print
journalism, the ratio of women to men is about about one to
one. In electrical engineering, the ratio of women to men is
more like the ratio Of smmfettes to smurfs.
I was viewed with suspicion by those around me. I heard
muffled snickers wheri I asked how to write a quotation. When I
asked the others why headlines couldn't be vertical, they
laughed themselves silly.
It was no better among ~y electrical engineering
companions. I was to discover that as far as respectful
occupations go, mass communications is roughly equal to
astrology among the scientific community. It was pointed out to
me that I was now a member of the evil media.
Things gradually got better. I eventually learned how to
organize my writing. My lab reports ~gan to look better and
they were easier to write. (Whether this had any effect on my
grades is dubious, but at least the reports looked gocxl.) I can
always impress the other journalists with my ability to convert
from base two to base 16 in my head. My EE pals occasionally
ask me to proof their English papers or resumes.
Of course, life isn't perfect. There are still those who think
any minute not spent pursuing studies as an engineer is a
foolishly wasted minute. There are also some who sti ll regard
electrical engineering as nerd work and journalism as· a noble
crusade in the name of truth.
Of course, I subscribe to neither philosophy. I am a firm
believer in the benefit of varied experience. I consider Benjamin
Franklin to be an example. In addition to being credited with the
discovery of electricity, Franklin edited a newspaper. I wish I
knew more about Franklin, but I'm not a history major.
Hmmm.

Bookstore cheats students;
Goliath puts foot in mouth
and saw the letter, "AMA
I read this great column on
how the "Bookstore rips off
conducts business at the Rox,
students" and was going to
not nudity." Matt Arduser, I
write commending Lloyd
was so with you until you
Dalton giving my total
started to type.
agreement.
Your letter has been the
I'd like to add that students most helpful aid to the radical
can put an end to the reselling feminist I've read all year. I
and reselling of the same
read letters about boycotting
books by not reselling them so the adult bookstore, women
often to the bookstore. What
forced into porn do I mean by so often? Well,
demeaning the female body,
find other people in your
and never once did I think any
major that are taking similar
of them had any merit or
or the same classes and make . accuracy.
arrangements to take these
Then along comes your
classes at different times and
heated little response to a
different quarters. Exchange
couple of girls who were just
books amongst each other as
out on the town trying to have
much as you can and then sell a good time. Instead they were
the books to the bookstore harassed by AMA ttying to
or better yet, sell it directly to
get them to participate. Man,
another student.
all you had to say was it was a
After reading this great
fund.raiser and you were sorry
column, I looked to the right
if some AMA members got

Clarification:
In the March 14 issue, the
on and off-campus bookstores
were wrongly accused of
price-fixing in a column by
. Lloyd Dalton. Price-fixing is
the cooperative setting of price
levels by competing firms.
The bookstores do
exchange a list of book prices,
and contact one another
frequently, but there is no
proof that they collaborate to
fix prices.

carried away trying to get
participants.
No, you chose to go the
immature route and'use
degrading vocabulary like
"chick" and "toots."
Furthermore, I don't know if
you're not "responsible for
others actions" after they have
been drinking. You sponsored
the event. If someone is out of
control (or out of garments), it
is your duty to evict them
from the stage while the
owners of the Rox should
have kicked them out. As far
as David attacking Goliath
(the women who wrote in vs.
yow representing AMA), I
think David has a pretty good
chance considering Goliath
has his foot in his mouth.
Joseph P. Berube
.
Junior
Criminal justice

Letter Policy
All letters must include:
Name
Major in school (if applicable)
Year in school (if applicable)
Phone number
Signature
We reserve the right to edit for length and grammar.
All letters must be kept under 300 words.
Fonn letters will not be accepted.
Please type all letters or send via e-mail.
University Chronicle encourages all n!aders to shall! their thoughts!
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Housing
1, 2 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
$285-$375. Three month summer
lease. Located on Campus Clipper
bus route. Michigan Place
Apartments. 654-8300.

Classifieds

1 OR 2-BDRM. APT.
available now. $420-$485/month.
Heat includes. On-site laundry,
located on .campus bus line. 6548300.

Riverside, 251-8284, 251-9418.

1 STOP SHOPPING.
Variety of apartments. 1-4-bdrm.
Close to campus, bus line, parking,
on-site laundry. Call Sharon, 6548300.
.

1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Summer discounted rents, June,
July and August $260-$375. Low
security deposit. 654-8300.

2-BDRM. APT. '$490/MONTH.
Heat, water, garbage ir'lcluded, onsite laundry., located on bus line.
654-8300.

1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Great amenities, dose in location.

1 AND ONLY PLACE TO RENT
for fall 1997. $185/month. Includes
heat, water, garbage and basic
cable. Under new management.
Close to campus. Limited access
building. High Point Apartments.
259-9673.
1-BDRM. APT.
$260/month. June, July and August.
SE side, parking, laundry. Call
Sharon, 654-8300.
1-BDRM. APT AVAILABLE NOW.
$380/month. Heat, water, garbage,
parking included. Located on
campus bus line. 654-8300.

$$$ 1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Off.
street parking, $15. 259-4841.

Open House
This Wed
12 p.m.-3 p.m.
Serving Rootbeer Floats

524 14th Street South
Down by the ice arena
Now Renting
3 and 4 BRM Apts.
Within walking Distance to
Campus
Amenities Include:
• Free olT-streel parking
• Free $50 gift certjficate
,fmmcoboms
• Free heat, water, and
garbage
• Free stomge garage for
bikes
•Free study room on our 3
bedroom .apartments
• Garages and tuck under
available
Other Amenities Include:
• On sight laundl)'
• Controlled entries
• Dishwashers, microwaves,
A/C, and mini-blinds
$199 per person lm 4 BRM's

$249 per person on 3 BRM's
Also Renting for Summer

Starting at $125 per person

252-2000

Campus Place
Apartments

---2,--B~DccR"'M,-.AccPccTccS-.- $280-$325.
Summer
lease.
Volleyball court, picnic tables, onsite laundry. Call today, limited

availability. 654-8300.
2-BDRM. '$275/MONTH.
3 month summer tease. Close to
campus, on-site laundry. 654-8300:
2-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCSU, two, three, four
persons. Heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284, 251-9418.
3-BDRM.APT.
1 or 2 bath. $360-$375. June, Ju~
and August. A.G., on-site laundry.
654-8300.
3 MONTH SUMMER LEASE.
$115/month, June-August. A/C,
DW., microwave, mini-blinds. High
Point Apartments. 259-9673.
4-BDRM. APT./$295/MONTH.
June, July and August. Basic cable
included, microwave, DW, AC, miniblinds. High Point Apartments, 2599673.
97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
Houses, apt. houses and apt.
buildings.
Responsible
and
respectful young adults wanted.
Dan, 255-9163.

·Policies:
Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday.edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.

Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1.
~ per issue.

Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Fonns are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more infonnation, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during normal business hours.
paid, dishwashers, garages, Excel
Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.
AVAILABLE SUMMER AND
FALL,
Private rooms and four-bdnn. apts.,
heat paid, dishwasher, micro., NC.,
campus close. 251-6005.
BALCONIES FOR SUMMER!
$290-$325. June, July and August.
On-site laundry, bus line. 654-8300.

BEACHWOOD.
One-bdnn. apts. near d.t. and
Cobom's. Twelve month leases
beginning 611 or 9/1. $310-$360.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.
BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS ROOMS
available. Summer and fall re nt
available. Lots of extras. One block
from campus! Don't wait, they won't
last! Call Matt, 24Q-0610.
BENTONWOOO.
3/15 and 4/1. One and two-bdrm.
apts. SE St. Cloud, jnct. hwy. 10 and
23. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud on
bus line. $375-$400, twelve month
lease. $425-$450, nine month
lease. Jnct. Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan,
255-9163.

$185/MONTH • FALL '97.
Single room in al 4-bdrm. apt.
Includes heat, water, garbage. Basic
cable included also!!! Call today •
259-9673.
$290/MONTH, SUMMER,
two-bdnn. apts., University· and
Southview,
large
bedrooms,
reasonable rates for fall. Heat paid.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.

BRIDGEPORT.
Three-four-bdnn. near Halenbeck.
Two
showers,
dishw.ashers,
microwaves, security. Heat paid.
Results. 253-091 o.

710 APTS.
TWo-bdrm., $450. Three-bdrm.,
$600. Nine month leases. Electric
Heat, free parking. Dan, 255-9163.
AMENmES PLUS.
University North, two, three and
four-bdrm., decks, heat paid,
dishwashers, A/C, ooe and a haH
baths. Riverside Property, 2518284. 251-9418.
APTS.
Room and efficiencies. Summer,
$99 per month, fall, starting at $169
per month. Three and four-bdrm.
available. Select Properties, 2531154. Sign now and save.
ATTRACTIVE FOUR-BDRM.
APTS.
Eight locations, close to SCSU, heat

Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices
,

Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.

BEST DEAL ON 5TH AVE.
Four-bdrm., two bath apt.. Available
June 1. Year lease, $125/month,summer, $215/month, Sept.-May.
Halenbeck Apts., 259-0977.

$300/MONTH-4-BDRM. APT.
Large apartment close to campus.
Three month summer lease. Close
to campus. 654-8300.
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CAMPUS EAST.
Large four-bdrms. with two full
baths. Extra storage. Dishwashers,
garages, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
CHARLAMAINE APrs.
1997 summer's best choice. Across
from SCSU! Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared for building
wtth classic design. New unit and
common area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sun decks,
whirlpool spa, reseNed heated
parking, dishwasher, microwaves.
Summer rentals include garage or
rese'Ne parking spot. (Limited
number of garages for summer
special). Tour us b/4 u make your
choice! Call 240-0234 to take a look.
CHECK IT OUT!!
Nice properties, great locations. 4,
5, 6 avenues, one block to campus.
Newly remodeled. EFFICIENCY, 12
month, $345/mo. TWO-BDRM.
APTS., 12 month, $275 each. Fall
$315 each, summer $155 each
THREE-BDRM. APTS. 12 month,

$225 each. Fall $255 each, summer
$135 each. ROOMING HOUSE.
Nine-bdnns, ten people. 12 month
$215, fall $245, summer $"125. Star
Properties. Phone 267-3291 or 2551274, Greg.·
COLLEGEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. near Hockey Center.
Heat paid, $199 fall, $109 summer,
d~hwashers. 251-8284, 251-9418.
COLLEGIATEVIEW.
Two-bdrm. apts. $450. Electric Heat.
Spacious, near Hockey Center.
Dan, 255-9163.
CONVENIENT HOUSES,
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdrms., heat paid, spacious.
Riverside Property. 251-8284, 251·
9418.
DOUBLE AND SINGLE
efficiency apartments available
close to campus. Lots of amentties.
Call for details. Ask for Matt. 2400610.
EFFICIENCIES
and one-bdrm. apts., close to
downtown and SCSU. Many extras.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.
EFFICIENCY APT.
for rent near SCSU. Summer, fall.
Call Matt at 253-5787, mornings.
FEMALES:
Private rooms in two and threebdnn. apts. for summer and fall.
Utilities paid, laundry, parking, clean,
quiet. 253-0451.
FEMALES TO SHARE APT.
Summer, fall, close to SCSU and
downtown parking. 251-4605.

bdrms-three bathrooms, off-street
parking, all utiltties included. Call
24Q-3554.
HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt. buildings. MPM has the most
complete selection for you. Dan,
255-9163.
HOUSES.
Great locations, quality living. 7bdnn.-13-bdrm.
Heat
paid,
responsible and respectful young
adults. Dan, 255-9163.
LANCASTER PLACE.
~~x~rxo:;~;i~uri~~i~~~~o~~
Spacious two and three-bdrm. apts.,
modem light oak cabinets, window
furnishings, dishwashers, controlled
entries, attractive grounds, laundry
on each floor, garages and plug-ins
available. 252-2000.
LARGE, ONE-BDRM.,
great location. 627 7th Ave. S.
Includes garage. Available summer
and fall.
Also, extra garage
available. 253-1610.
M&M SUITES.
One room efficiencies available for
summer and fall. NC, utilities and
expanded cable included. Mature,
quiet clientele. 259-9434.
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED.
Good location. Cost negotiable.
Scot. (612) 866-2966.
METROVIEW APTS.,
two and three-bdrms., close to
SCSU, decks, d~hwashers. Heat
paid, NC, security, garages, micros.
Rwerside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.

FIVE AND SIX-BDRM. APTS.
in a house next to campus. Utilities,
parking included. 259-9434.

NEAT, NEWLY REMODELED
five-bdrm. house. One block from
campus. Lots of parking, female
preferred. Mark, (612) 531-9158.

FIVE-BDRM. HOUSE
to share.Available immediately.
Three rooms left. Call Timothy, 2550870.

NINE-~RM. ROOMING HOUSE.
Very nice! 6th Ave. S. 12 mo., $215;
tall, $245; summer, $125. Call 2673291 or255-1274.

FOUR-BDRM APTS.
in· newer bldgs. Heat paid,
dishwasher, micro., NC, campus
close, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.

NORTH CAMPUS.
Three-four-bdnns. with decks, close
to campus. Garages, security,
dishwashers, micros. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.

FOUR-BDRM.,
close to campus. Microwave, NC,
laundry facilities, garages and
parking available. $110 summer,
$220 fall. 253-1320.

NOW RENTING,
eight locations, campus close,
amenities.galore, Excel Prop. Mgmt.
251-6005.

HIGH POINT APARTMENTS.
Under new mgmt., dishwasher,
microwave, large rooms, A/C,
miniblinds. Fall rate-$185/person.
Summer rate-$115/person. Includes
heat, water and gaibage. 259-9673.

OLYMPIC II.
Three-four-bdrms. near Hockey
Center. Four-bdrm. split units with
two full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security, garages and ports. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.

HOUSE FOR RENT.
Located on 5th Ave., near SCSU. 10
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ONE ANO TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available summer and fall. Great
summer discounts. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.
ONE-BDRM. APT. IN A HOUSE,
available 6-1-97. Private bathroom
and kitchen, no pets. 253-5340.
ONE-BDRM. APTS.
starting June. 259-9434.
ONE IN FOUR-BDRM.,
subleaser specials, $179 and up.
University Square, 251-0525.
PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. Heat paid, well
maintained bldgs., eight locations,
close to campus, dishwashers,

parking, laundry, Excel Prop. Mgmt.
251-6005.
RAVINE APTS.
Fall 1997. 253-7116.
SINGLES.
M/F, available immediately. $169 per
month. Select Properties, 253-1154.
SOUTHVIEW APTS.,
two large bdrms., close to SCSU,
cheap summer and fall rates.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.
STATEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, dishwashers, microwaves,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.
SUBLEASE SPRING QUARTER.
Single bdrms. in houses/apts. Dan,
255-9163.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units close to
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results Property
Management,_253-0910.
SUMMER & FALL
'97-98 school year. Two, four and
live-bdrm. apts. $235-$279. Call
259-9283, 252-6697.
THREE-BDRM. APTS.
Very nice. 5th Ave. S. Next to
Coborn'sl 12 mo., $225 ea.; fall,
$255 ea.; summer, $135 ea. Call
267-3291 or255-1274.

$199, spring quarter, heat paid,

whirlpool,. depostt $250. Call 2400234.
-TW-0-,T-H-R-EE_A_N_D_F_O_U_R--B-D-RM-.
APTS.
for summer only. 259-9434.
WINDSOR WEST.
Four-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two
full baths. Dishwashers, micros,

security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.

Attention
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!!! No repayments,
ever!!!$$$ Cash for college$$$. For
info.: (800) 243-2435.
DO YOU GET NERVOUS
when preparing for or taking
exams? Does your mind go blank
when taking a test? Help in test
anxiety is available as a study being
conducted. Contact Pam at 2554993 for info.

A~i~~~~~i.R
Fishing industry. Learn how
students can earn up to $2850/mo.
+ benefits (room and board). Call
Alaska Information Services: (206)
971-3514 ext. A56815.
ARE YOU READY FOR A
REWARDING SUMMER?
Camp Birchwood, a small northern
Minnesota children's camp, seeks
students · to work as camp
counselors. Preference given to
applicants wtth skills in horseback
riding, sailing, water skiing, golf and
windsurfing. Food service support
staff also needed. For an
application, call 654-0865.

GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.

BAHAMAS.
Looking for a great lifestyle? If you
enjoy excitement, people and travel,
our company is looking for you! Earn
while you learn! Call 654-1110, M-F.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Professional. 240-2355.

CALLING ALL GREAT
INSTRUCTORS!
North Crest.Gymnastics and Dance
in St. Cloud, is searching for
experienced, male and female
dance and gymnastics instructors
for the 97-98 season and beyond.
Must have enthusiastic love of
children and willingness to increase
teaching skills. Dancers should
know tap, ballet &/or jazz with some
creative movement exp. a plus.
Specially needed are ballet
specialists for dance and gym. 2513416.

SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll free (800)
218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for current
listings.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, an cuts, walk-ins. 251·
7270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Weds. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. All other weekdays, $6.

Employment
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.

~um~l~~II. ~all ~:~~~~:;_k Hall.

;:sf~~~•lis\:i. 218-9000 ext. R·

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE
in four-bdrm. apts. Located across
from Halenbeck Hall. Female, rent

HELP WANTED.
Accounting/sales position in
small retail store. Part-time
now, full-time summer.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
$6.50/hour. " Accounting
Earn to $3000-$6000+/mo. in . major preferred. 252-0130.
fisheri~s, parks, resorts, Airfare!
Food/lodging! Get all the options.
HELP WANTED.
Call (919) 918-7767, ext. A199.
Men/women earn $480
weekly assembling circuit

ATTENTION STUDENTS.
Local St. Cloud - company has
openings for spring and summer
work. Great opportunity for further
experience
in
business,
communications, management and
marketing. Approx. $285-$315
avgJweekly. To schedule interview,
phone 251-1835.

TWO-BDRM.

TWO OR THREE-BDRM. APT.
in a house. Sept. through May.
Private bathroom and kitchen.
Laundry, parking, no pets. 2535340.

$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars. For
info. call (301) 306-1207.

FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000.
Credit card fund raisers for
fratemtties, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5/VISA application. Call (800) 9320528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive free t-shirt.

TOTALLY NEW!
VOCALS WANTED
Huge two-bdrm. apts. Guaranteed for original band. Call 654-6308 for
the nicest! 12 mo., $275 ea.; fall, more information.
$315 ea.; summer, $155 ea. 5th
Ave. S. next to Cobom's and across ·
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY.
from education bldg. Call 267-3291 Specializing in candids before,
or 255-1274.
during and after the ceremony.
Professional and courteous, .will
TWO-BDRM. APT.
work with you to determine a
for rent near SCSU. Summer, fall. shooting schedule that wi/1 fit into
Call Matt at 253-5787, mornings.
your wedding day plans. Very
reasonable packages. For more
TWO-BDRM. APTS.
information, call 654-8501.
Nice, newer two-bdrm. apts. by
Halenbeck Hall. 251-8941.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope, call: St Cloud
TWO-BDRM. APTS,
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
summer.
Three-bdrm. apts., hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
summer and fall. Allan, 25H010 or Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.
253-3488.
TWO-BDRM.
in
duplex
by
Hatenbeck.
Summer/fall. Call 251 -8941.
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$1 ,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for
listings.
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. For info. call
(301) 429-1 326.

COLLEGE STUDENTS!
Summer cruise line positions.
Excellent pay/benefits. Call today for
more information. (504) 429-9225
ext. 5311C 11
CRUISE AND LAND TOUR
employment. Discover how to work
in exotic locations, meet fun people,
while earning up to $2000/mo. in
these exciting industries. Cruise
Information Services: (206) 9713554 ext. C56817.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
Earn to $2000+/mo. plus free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.). No
exp. necessary. Room/board. Ring
(919) 918-7767, ext. C199.
ENTREPRENEURS ONLY.
Work
on
campus
organizing/managing promotions for
top U.S. Cos. Work as mucMittle as
you want & reap the financial
rewards. Earnings can equal
$50 ...$250 ... $500 "+"/wk. Post
graduate positions also available for
those, that succeed. Call Alan at
(800) 950-8472, ext. 11.
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97.
Earn $500-$1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details, rush $1 with
SASE to: Group Five, 6547 N
Academy Blvd. Dept. N, Colorado
Springs, Co. 80918.

~~~;!~sroni~i' home.
Experience unnecessary,
will
train.
Immediate
openings your local area.
Call (520) 680-7891 ext.
C200.
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IMMEDIATE PART-TIME
and full-lime. 27 positions av8.ilable
with
no
experience
nee.
Approximate~ 12 hrs.lweek $370
per week avg. to start. For more
info., call 251-1835.

1991 FORD PROBE.
85 K, sporty, great condition. Asking
$5500. 743-4434.

MENTAL HEALTH
PROFESSIONAL
or practitioner: Position provides
individual, group and . family
counseling as well as case
management
responsibilities.
Requires master's licensed eligible
(preferred) or bachelor's in
behavioral sciences and bilingual in
Spanish. Salary commensurate with
education and experience. Excellent
beneftts. Woodland Centers is one
of the largest comprehensive
community mental health centers in
MN serving a diverse population,
only
two
hours
out
of
Minneapolis/St. Paul. Position open
until filled. To apply, send resume
and references to Human
Resources Dept.,
Woodland
Centers, P.O. Box 787, Wilmar, MN
56201. AA/EOE.

CHRIST AND SATAN
are REAU! "There are 8000 to
30,000 promises in the bible," Billy
Graham. God does not break
promises!! Then you will know the
truth and the truth will set you tree.

MODELS WANTED
for evening university life art
classes. Please ca!I for appointment
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. (320)
363-2867.
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT.
Want to work in America's national
parks, forests and wildlife preserves
with excellent benefits and
bonuses?
(Seasonal/summer)
Learn how from Outdoor Information
Services. Call: (206) 971 -3624 ext.
N56815.
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY.
Perfect summer job-beautiful setting
on large clear Maine lake, caring
and energetic peers, teaching your
skill, and you save money. Can you
teach any of the following: tennis,
arch~ry, nature, video, riflery,
windsurfing, canoeing, sailing,
basketball, ceramics, woodwork,
swimming (WSI or lffeguard)? Age
20+. Transportation provided. 6/228/21. Call Camp Winnebago, (800)
932-1646 or (703) 437-0808 or wrie
1606 Washington Plaza, Reston, VA
20190;
E-mail
address:
PhilCWHV@aol.com. Webs~e- http:
/f'm.rw.centcon.com'-Winnebago.
WORKERS NEEDED
for Minnesota Elks Youth Camp,
Nisswa, MN. Male and female cabin
counselors, waterfront supervisor,
ltteguards, craft specialist, naturalist,
nurse, and kitchen assistants.
Positions start June 11 and end
August 10. Good pay, plus room and
board. Call (507) 373-6002 for
application and information.

For Sale

_________
440 BLACK ARCTIC CAT.
1997, 120 miles. Moving, must sell.
$3600. Call Rick at 259-7128.

Personal-,

-JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. All of the arguments in
favor of the existence of a God have
been proven to be logically
indefensible. All of the arguments
against the existence of a God have
proven to be logically unassailable.
The very definition of God is selfcontradictory, like saying two plus
two equals five in base ten
arithmetic. Thus, it is known with
logical certainty that there is no
God. Question everything. Atheism
is true. Logically test everything with
unassailable honesty and courage.
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. "_Question with
boldness even the existence of
Gocf' (Thomas Jefferson). Fearless
reason. "Behold, I come quickly."
(Rev. 3:11) He's still not here after
2000 years. The biblical Jesus
Christ lied. If humanity's sins were
all washed away with the death of
Jesus, how can hell await anyone?
If hell awaits, 'then what was the
point of the sacrificial death of
Jesus? Question everything.
Atheism is true.
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. Religions are
prescientific tribal opinions. The
biblical Jesus Christ lied. (John
8:12) "I am the light of the world: he
that followeth me shall not walk in
darkness, but shall have the light of
life1" When Christianity was made th
universal state religion of Rome, the
dark ages followed. Mathematics,
science, philosophy, medicine,
made very little progress for 1000
years. Logically test everything.
Atheism is true.
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretJid. The infinite, burning,
screaming torture of human beings,
in the infinite hell in which the biblical
Jesus Christ puts his own children,
is infinite contempt, infinite
bitterness, infinite prejudice, infinite
revenge, infintte immorality, infinite
hatred, infinttely anti-family, infinite
cruelty, infinite irrationality, infinite
evil, infinite impertection. That is the
"perfecf example of the Christian
biblical Jesus Christ. The biblical
Jesus Christ contradicts the Old
Testament: "Heaven and earth shall
pass away, but my words shall not
• pass away." (Matt. 24:35) "One
generation passeth away, and
another generation cometh, but the
earth abideth forever." (Eccie. 1:4)
Jesus Christ is a fake and a fraud.
(Deut. 18:22) Atheism is true.
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STUDENTS...
SPRING JOBS!
Schedule your own Day, Evening and Weekend
Shifts as a, Telephone Representative
"Besides the good pay and flexible
shifts, the one thing I ref-Illy enjoy
about woiking at Meyer is the
people. From the supervisars w
other TSRs, the atmosphere is
always friendly and supportive!"
-ChrisM.

WE OFFER:
• Schedule your own
shifts
• Paid training

Meyer Employee and SCSU Student

• Earn up to $8.00 per
hour with bonuses
• Convenient downtown
St. Cloud location
• Bonuses paid out
each day
• Periodic raises
• Challenging, but fun,
sit down job
• Do telemarketing
for major corporations
and political
organization s.
• Job that enhances
your n~~ume!

"Meyer has been a great experience
far me. l started as a TSR and was
promoted w staff. I also won one
of tlte scholarships. There isn't a
better parr-timejob in Sr. Cloud!''
- Brenda Kole,
One of two 1995-1996 Meyer
Scholarship Award winners

Starting wage of
$6.00 per hour
plus bonuses!

Two, Annual $500 Scholarships Available!!
f

Call 259-4054 for a telephone _interview
between 9 a.m.,9 p.m., Monday,Friday
to apply for day or evening positions.

M E Y E R
ASSOCIATES, INC.

TELEMARKETING

